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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
If a mathematical model which describes the input-
output relation of a physical system is known, off-line 
tests can be conducted efficiently and economically on the 
model without disturbing the. system. For example, an opti-
mum input, which causes the system to produce a desired 
output, can be determined by perturb.i.ng the input to the 
mathematical model and observing the output. Such a model 
can be found by considering the fundamental physical phe-
nomena governing the system. This procedure becomes diffi-
cult for complex systems. A system model can also be found 
by using one of many available identification techniques. 
However, most identification techniques utilize large compu-
tational effort and/or some a priori knowledge about the 
system. The technique presented in this thesis does not 
require a priori knowledge. In addition, the computational 
requirements are reduced. 
System Identification 
System identification is the process of determining a 
suitable mathematical model for a. system fr.om. experiments 
conducted on the system. An. impulse o.r step response is 
2 
sufficient to identify a completely controllable linear sys-
tern. Such a simplified approach does not exist for nonline-
ar systems. The process of identifying nonlinear systems 
consists of formulation of a system model with free parame-
ters and determination of these model parameters by minimi-
zing some performance index. Figure 1 illustrates the 
general procedure of an identification technique. The model 
responses to test inputs need not be simulated for all the 
techniques. In some techniques, the model parameters are 
determined uniquely. 
Review of Literature 
Identification techniques wh~ch are applicable to non-
linear systems can be broadly divided into the following 
four classes; 1) Functional Power Series, 2) Pattern Recog-
nition, 3) State-Space(with known model form), and 4) State-
Space (with -::~-~:~-;:·d~~~-·-;:~·:·;-:-·~~evant tech-
niques are discussed below. 
Functional power series and pattern recognition tech-
niques are based on the fact that any system operates on an 
input over certain intervaL of time and produces an output. 
The identification problem is to find the present value of 
the output y(t 1 ) as a function of the input u(t) over an 
interval t 1 -ts...e.:::: t:::=t 1 , where ts is the settling time. 
Kwatny and Schen (19) represented nonlinear systems by 
functional power series mo.dels as follows: 
I 
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y(t1) = ao+ '?.', aiyi(t1 )+ L aijYi(t1 )yj(t1 )+ •• 
i i,j 
( 1 -1 ) 
ex> 
Yi(t1) = f hi(t)u(t-t1) dt ( 1 -2) 
0 
where, hi(t); i=1,2, •• are some orthogonal functions. 
In a technique by Arozullah (2) the unknown system is 
represented by a single-input.multi-output linear part fol-
lowed by a multi-input, single-output, zero-memory nonlinear 
part. The linear part is formed by expanding the past his-
tory of the input in a Fourier series in terms of a set of 
orthonormal functions. The coefficients of this series are 
inputs to the nonlinear pa_rt the_ output of which is a multi-
dimensional gating function and a piecewise m~ltidimensional 
linear function of these coefficients. 
If the past of the inpu.t is sa.mpl.ed at n instants and 
n 
quantized into m levels, there will. be m possible input 
patterns. One method of identification is to tabulate the 
output for all the input patterns. This method, called the 
table lookup method, requires prohibitively large computer 
memory. The memory requirements can be reduced by using 
pattern recognition techniques as discussed below. 
Miller and Roy (21) proposed to measure certain feature 
of the input instead of the entire pattern. From n samples 
of the input pattern, only k samples are considered as a 
n 
feature. The method reduces the memory requirement from m 
k 
tom (n)!/(n-k)!(k)!. The memory requirement is further 
reduced at the expence of accuracy by a 11 mode learning 
machine n technique proposed_ by Roy and Schley ( 26). 
5 
As before, the past history of the input is sampled at n in-
stants to form an n-dimensional pattern space. The output 
is quantized into p levels each of which is called a 1 cate-
gory' • A category which can be obtained from j patterns is 
assumed to be obtained from only k 'prototype patterns' 
where, k is less than j. To determine the output y(t 1 ), the 
input u(t) is sampled at n instants over the interval t 1-ts 
Lt ..:::::t 1 and the closest prototype pattern is selected. 
Most dynamic systems can be adequately described in 
state variable notation by a set of first-order ordinary 
differential equations of the form: 
. 
X = F(X,U,P) ( 1 -3) 
where, X, U and P are the state, the input and the parameter 
vectors respectively. Identification techniques based on 
state-space approaches require a model with known forms of 
the differ~ntial equations. Usually an iterative method is 
required to find the model parameters. Two state-space 
techniques are discussed below. 
A quasilinearization technique as presented by Bellman, 
Kalaba and Sridhar (5), Sage and Eisenberg (27) and Allison 
(1), can be used to determine the parameters in Equation 
(1-3) by minimizing a general error squared performance in-
dex. This is accomplished by solving a sequence of linear 
differential equations. If this sequence converges, the re-
sulting parameters are optimum. A major weakness of this 
technique is that the above sequence _!!J_~X __ di,y_ex::_g_~ 
6 
The differential approximation techniqu.e as presented 
by Sage. C2.7}, Bellman, Ka.la.ha a.nd_ Sridha.r (5} and Bose ( 6} 
utilizes the fact that the correct parameters must minimize 
the following performan~e index: 
PI = /~x:;1x:u :Pl> T 1X-F1x:u ;Pl> dt ( 1-4} 
to 
where, the superscript T stands for the transpose.of the 
vector. The advantage of this technique is that the model 
parameters can be found by solving a set of nonlinear alge-
braic simultaneous equations instead of repeatedly solving 
a set of differential equations. 
The identification techniques discussed above require 
~-----~- ....... _ 
~'!.~~~-~--.~~~~·-=·~ ~t ~-i ~g· ... -~Jllle_ ~.f!.d ... rl~~rm~l ... C>P(;).~~ "S.! !:!g~ ~!:1.E~~.~-
o u tpu t records of the system. The input must be general 
enough to cause the system to respond over the entire X-U 
hyperspace of interest. The da.ta required for identifica-
tion can be reduced by conducting a specific set of tests 
on the system. 
The author ( 15) has pro.po.sad an alterna.te state-space 
identification technique fo.r stationary d.ete.rministic sys-
terns. The functi.ons F(X,U,P) in Equation (1-3) a.re assumed 
to be ~nomia~ The sys.te.m is subjected to various pulse 
inputs with various initial con.dLt.i.ons o.n the system. The 
assumed model is also subjected to the same inputs. The 
polynomial coefficients are determined by matching the simu-
lated model responses to the measured system responses in 
some sense. These coefficients are allowed to depend on the 
7 
pulse amplitude and the system initial condition. The ap-
plication of this technique to single-input, first-order 
systems gave very satisfactory results. 
Ih summary, the functional power series and pattern 
recognition techniques do not utilize a priori model form 
based on the physics of the system, but require considerable 
experimental data and computational effort. Also, these 
techniques are limited to single-input systems and do not 
allow determination of linearized differential equations 
-------····· 
which are valid in the v-icinity of an operating point. In 
contrast, some of the state-space techniques which utilize 
an a priori system model require small computational effort. 
The modified differential approximation technique developed 
in this thesis assumes a generalized polynomial, tabular or 
mixed form of the model. The amount of test data and the 
computational effort required for identification are reduced 
considerably by conducting a specific set of tests on the 
system. 
Scope of Thesis 
The identification technique developed in this thesis 
is applicable to stationary nonlinear systems which can be 
described by lumped parameter models. The method is for-
mu lated and evaluated for firs t-or.9:.~:r'- s,_:ys,tem~ wit~'" ()DE) 2r ... 
two inputs and for sec()_llQ.::_qrder systems with one input. The 
,, - , '-•- -·-•-'°''"''""' __ ,_,,. ·----.•-'"'"' ' '' • "~'° ,__.. ___ h"••--•~'•"''~''••~,•;•C<o.• •'••""""'""' ~.-M ~-..-. .,~---~_.,..,,...,~°N'"_,.."'""'-~"" ....... __ >""',~------~-,,...,,..~O,<-•• 
effect of additive, zero-mean, Gaussian noise in the test 
inputs and in the measured system responses, on the results 
8 
o.f iq:e.n,tification is investigated for single-input, first-
order systems. The technique is limited to ~~~o-memory non-
linearities. The technique is applicable t.o multiple-input, 
higher-order systems, but no evaluation of doing so is pre-
sented. The application of the technique is illustrated 
through a number of example systems with known mathematical 
models and two real physical systems. The necessary com-
puter tools are developed for identification of systems, for 
prediction of system response and for determination of line-
arized differential equations valid in the small about an 
operating point. The efforts required for identification 
and prediction of system response are determined. 
Outline of Identification Technique 
The identification problem is to specify the test con-
ditions which are feasible in practice and to find a system 
model using the measured responses for the above test con-
ditions. The modified differential approximation technique 
is summarized below. 
Selection of the Model Form 
The system is modeled by the following vector differ-
ential equation 
• X -·· <H'(X,U,C} ( 1-5) 
where, C is a set of Nc model coefficients. The vector 
function F(X,U,C) can be assumed to be: 1) A vector of poly-
9 
nomials in X and U(polynomial form), 2) A vector of tables 
of numbers in terms of X and U(tabular form), or 3) A vector 
of polynomials in X and tables of numbers in terms of U 
(mixed form). The coefficients of the polynomials and/or 
the numbers in the tables are called the model coefficients. 
Specification of Test Conditions 
A specific set of tests must be conducted on the system 
to ensure that the system responds over the entire X-U hy-
perspace of interest. With proper selection of the range of 
step inputs and various initial conditions on the system, 
the data required for identification is minimized. 
Measurement and Processing of Data 
The identification technique requires the system re-
sponses(states and first derivatives of the states) for all 
. 
the test conditions. When only X(states) is available, X 
can be obtained by numerical differentiation. The time re-
____________ ., •. ,.,,,, •. -.. .............. ~.-.. ....._,.....,.,,....,._...,....,,,,_,._,......,_~·.··c·-··~~· ... ~,.~,..._........,.. ....... _~ 
sponses X and X must be sampled and stored. The sampling 
interval depends on the characteristics of the responses. 
Determination of Model Coefficients 
The model coefficients can be found by minimizing the 
following discrete performance index: 
9 T • 
J = L (X(k)-F(k)) (X(k)-F(k)) ( 1 -6) 
k= 1, Nd 
F(k) = F(X(k),U(k),C) 
10 
where, X(k), X(k) ,and .. U(k) a.re the_ k,,,.th stored values of X, 
. 
X and U respectively and. Na. is the total number of stored 
dtfta points. The computational effort required to solve for 
the optimum model coefficients whi~h minimize J can be re-
duced considerably by defining a modified.performance index. 
Full details of the above steps are presented in Chap-
ter II. The necessary steps in identification and the ap-
plications of the technique to a number of examples are pre-
sented in Chapter III. A qualitative comparison of the 
mopified differential approximation technique with other 
identification techniques and .. the conclusions are included 
in Chapters IV and V respectively. The necessary computer 
tools are presented in the appendices. 
Summary of Results 
The application of the mod.ified. differential approxima-
tion technique to a number of systems with known models and 
to real physical systems yiel.ded .. model..responses which were 
within 3% of the system responses. 
The technique yields a model which is valid for the 
c0mplete range of inputs and system initial conditions. The 
mQdel may be used to c0mpute the response t0 any arbitrary 
input(s) within the range of the test data. Also, the model 
allows determination of linearized differential equations 
valid in the small about any operating point. Of the three 
model forms, the mixed form(polynomial in X and tabular in 
U) requires the least computationaJ. effort for identifica-
1 1 
tion, the tabular form is most efficient for the prediction 
of system response and the polynomial form gives the most 
accurate results requiring the minimum number of model 
coefficients. 
The modified differential approximation technique is 
inherently a smoothing process and. is found to be insensi-
tive to additive, zero-mean, Gaussian noise in the test 
inputs and in the measured. system: responses( states and the 
first derivatives of the states). 
CHAPTER II 
THE MODIFIED DIFFERENTIAL APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUE 
The development of the identification technique pre-
sented in this chapter is divided into the following phases: 
1. The problem 
2. Basic assumptions 
3. The model 
4. Test conditions 
5. Performance index 
6. Model coefficients. 
The Problem 
The problem of•system identification considered in this 
thesis is: 
t. To specify the test conditions for nonlinear first-
order systems with one or two inputs and for non-
linear second-order systems with one input. The 
test inputs should be feasible in practice. 
2. To identify a mathematical model for the unknown 
system, best in a least squares sense, using the 
system responses for the above test conditions. 
The responses includ.e bo.th_ .. the state vector and 
the first derivatives of the state vector. 
13 
The identified model shoul~ allow prediction of the 
system responses to any arbitrary input(s) other than the 
test inputs, and the determination of the linearized differ-
ential equations of the model wqich are valid in the vicini-
ty of an operating point. The identification technique 
should be insensitive to additive, zero-mean, Gaussian noise 
in the test inputs and in the measured system responses. 
Basic Assumptions 
The identification technique developed in this thesis 
assumes that the nonlinear systems to be ~dentified can be 
adequately described by a set of nonlinear ordinary differ-
ential equations with constant coefficients. 
Although the technique is a.pp.l.icable to multiple-input, 
higher-order systems, first.:..ord.er systems with one or two 
inputs and second-order systems with one input are consid-
ered in detail. Figures 2 ~nd 3 show the class of nonlinear 
systems to which this technique is applicable. The knowl-
edge of the forms of the nonlinear functions Nul' Nu 2 , Nfl• 
Nf 2 ' Nbl and Nb 2 is not required for identification. It is 
assumed that these nonlinear functions can be approximated 
by polynomials. 
When the output of each of the above zero-memory, non-
linear elements is either a monotonically increasing or mo-
notonically decreasing function of its input, the system 
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Figure 2. A General Nonlinear First-Order 
System With One or Two Inputs 
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Figure 3. A General Nonlinear Second~Order 




The system is modeled by the following vector differ-
ential equation: 
' X = F(X,U,C) ( 2-1 ) 
where, X and U are the state and the input vectors, C is a 
set of Ne model coefficients. The functi.on_ vector F(X,U,C) 
can be: t) A vector of polynom.ials in X and U (polynomial 
form), 2) A vector of tables of numbers in terms of X and U 
(tabular form), or 3) ~vector of polynomials in X and 
tables of numbers in t~rms of U (mixed form). 
The coefficients of the polynomials and/or the numbers 
in the tables are called the model coefficients. For con-
venience, these coefficients will be represented by multi-
dimensional arrays. The nature of the model coefficients 
for the three forms is explained in detail below for a 
first-order, single-input system. 
Consider the following model coefficient matrix: 
c2j.' . • .. 
Ci 1 Ci2 • ' • • Ci j" 0 • • ' • 
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Let Pxt and Put be the degrees of the polynomials in x 1 and 
u 1 • Let m1 and n 1 be the numbers of levels into which the 
input u 1 and the state x 1 ar.e divided. For a polynomial 
form of the model the elements cij of the above matrix will 
be the coefficients of the following differential equation: 
p +1 pxl+l ul 
i-1 j-1 
Xl = L L C • ·Ul x 1 • (2-2) 
i=l j=l 
1J 
For a tabular form, the element c .. will be the actual value 1J . 
of x 1 at x 1=x 1 j and u 1=uli' where 
"'"ll; 
xlj = xtmin + (xlma,x:-Xtmin)(j-1)/(n1-l) (2-3) 
l 2-4) 
For a mixed form, the elements cij in the i-th row will be 
the coefficients of the differential equation 
Pxt+t 
"""' j-1 
L, C· •Xt• 
j=! 1J 
(2-5) 
Note that the Pxt+l coefficients, cij• represent the system 
for a constant (step) input of u 1=uli" 
After the model coefficients are determined, the values 
. 
of X for known X and U can be obtained by evaluating the 




Some identification techniques can use normal operating 
input-output records of the system. Howe.ver, for those 
techniques which do not require the form of the model dif-
ferential equation, the input must be general enough to 
cause the system to respond. over the. compl.ete X-U hyperspace 
of interest. This section describes a specific set of tests 
which cause the system to respond over the range of inter-
est. In this latter case, the. amount of test data and the 
computational effort required for i~entification can be re-
duced. As explained later in this chapter, the use of the 
specified test conditions permits decomposition of the per-
formance index which results in further reduction in the 
computational effort. 
There exist appropriate test conditions for any higher-
order, multiple-input systems. However, the difficulty of 
performing these tests increases with the order of the sys-
tem and with the number of the inputs. The test conditions 
are outlined below for first-order systems with one or two 
inputs and second-order systems with one input. 
First-Order Systems 
Consider the two extreme initial conditions on a sin-
gle-input, first-order system as follows: 1) x 1 (0)=x 1min and 
If the total range in the input u1 (ulmin 
to ulmax) is divided into m1 levels, 2m 1 step response tests 
will c~use the system to respond over the complete x1-u1 
plane of interest. These tests can be classified into m1 
19 
groups of tw~ tests each. In each group the initial condi-
tions on the system for the first and the second test are 
respectively Xtmin and Xtmax• The amplitude of the step 
input in the i-th group is u 1 i where, uli = utmin + (ulmax-
ulmin) (i-1 )/(m1-t). Figure 4 shows the responses of the 
system for one of the mi groups of tests. Note that when 
u 1=utmin in the first group, the system response for one 
initial con9ition x 1 (o)=xlmax will cover the total range in 
x 1 and vice versa in the last group. 
For dual-input, first-order systems the total ranges in 
the two inputs u 1 and u 2 are respectively divided into m1 
and m2 levels. The same two initial conditions on the sys-
tem are considered. There will be 2m 1m2 step response tests 
which will cause the system to respond over the region of 
interest in x 1 -u 1-u 2 space. These tests can be classified 
into m2 groups each of which contains 2m 1 tests. Each group 
can be further classified into m1 subgroups of two tests 
each. These m1 subgroups are the same as the m1 groups for 
a single-input system as discussed above, except the second 
input u 2 in the j-th group is a step of amplitude u 2 j, where 
u2j = U2min + (u2max-u2min)(j-1)/(m2-l ). In order to per-
form each of the above tests, it is necessary to obtain t~e 
two step inputs (uli and u 2 j) simultaneously. 
The test conditions can be generalized for a multiple-







Resp0nses of a First-Order System ta a 
Typical Test Input (Step) With the 
Two Extreme Initial Conditions 
20 
21 
will be 2m1m2···mk··~mM tests. Note that the total range in 
the k-th input is divided into mk levels. 
Second-Order Systems 
Consider the following two step response tests and the 
initial conditions on the system: 1) u1=u1max• x1(0)=x1min 
and x2(0)=0; and 2) u1=u1min• x1(0)=x1max and x2(0)=0. The 
curves ABC and CDA in Figure 5 are the portions of the x1-x2 
plane responses of the system for the above two tests. The 
path ABCDA is defined as the "locus of initial conditions". 
This locus encompasses the total range in the x1-x2 plane 
which can be covered by the system responses to any allowa-
ble input. Note the above two tests are required to estab-
lish the test conditions for a second-order system. 
The total range in the input u1 is divided into mi lev-
els as before. If I pairs of initial conditions are chosen 
along the locus of initial conditions, Im1 step response 
tests will cause the system to respond over the complete re-
gion of interest in the x1-x2-u1 space. These tests can be 
classified into mi groups. In the j-th group of I tests, 
the input is a step of amplitude utj• The initial condi-
tions are the corresponding I pairs chosen along the locus. 
These I pairs need not be the same in number or value for 
each of the m1 groups. The curves emanating from the I 
points along the locus represent the system responses for 
one of the m1 groups of I tests. Note that in the first 
group when u1=u1min• the pairs of initial conditions may be 
A c 
D 
Figure 5. Responses of a Second-Order 
System to Typ~cal Test 
Inputs (Steps) With Various 
Initial Conditions Along 




chosen only along the upper part of the locus (ABC). When 
u1=u1max in thp last group the lower part may be used. 
Generalization of the above result to an M-input, sec-
ond-order system gives Im1m2-·mk••lllM tests, where the k-th 
input is divided into mk levels. Note that a system with 
no inputs can be considered as a single-input system with 
Performance Index 
The inputs and the time responses of the system for all 
the test conditions are sampled, stored and numbered from 1 
thr6ugh Na. A sum of squared errors (SSE) is defined as 
SSE = L • T • (X(k)-F(k)) (X(k)-F(k)) (2-6) 
k= 1 , Na 
F(k) = F(X(k) ,U(k) ,C). 
The computational effort required to determine the model 
coefficients which minimize the above pe~~ormartce index is 
directly preportional to the number of data points. This 
effort can be reduced considerably by defining a modified 
sum ef squared errors (MSSE) and finding the near optimal 
model coefficients. The entire X-U hyperspace of interest 
is divided into a multidimensional grid. All the individ-
ual grids are numbered from 1 through Ng, where Ng is the 
number of grid divisions. New variables S(i), S(i) and Z(i) 
are defined respectively as the average values of all the 
stored data points X(j), i(j) and U(j), j=l,N, vhich fall 
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in the i-th individual grid. The m0dified sum of squared 
err0rs is defined as, 
""' • T • MSSE = L, (S(k)-F(k)) (S(k)-F(k)) ( 2-7) 
k= 1,Ng 
F(k) = F(S(k),Z(k),C). 
Note that the co~putational effort is reduced by a factor of 
Ng/Nd. The coefficients which minimize the MSSE satisfy 
the necessary condition, 
o(MSSE) oc = 0 • . ( 2-8) 
When the vector function F is a vec::f(D~ ··o-f polynomials in X 
and U, the above equation contains Nc linear simultanebus 
algebraic equations in Nc unknown coefficients. The effort 
required to solve these equations is found to be approxi-
mately proportional to the square of the number of unknown 
coefficients. This effort can be reduced further by decom-
posing the MSSE into subperf0rmance indices and determining 
fewer c0efficients at a time. As discussed earlier in this 
chapter, the specified test conditions can be classified 
into groups and subgroups. A separate subperformance index 
may be defined for each g~oup or subgroup. 
The computational effort required to determine all the 
model coefficients is directly proportional to the following 
three factors: 1) The square of Kc, the number of the model 
coefficients determined at a time; 2) The number of individ-
ual grids, Kg, in the X-U hyperspace considered to deter-
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mine the above coefficients; and 3) The number of the sub-
performance indices, Kp, into which the MSSE is decomposed. 
Thus, the computational effort, E, can be computed as, 
(2-9) 
where, K is a constant of proportionality. 
The decomposition of the MSSE and consequent saving in 
the computational effort can be illustrated for a single-
input, first-order system. Let Px! and Put be the degrees 
of the polynomials in x 1 and u 1 • Let the total ranges in x 1 
and u 1 be divided into n 1 and m1 levels respectively. 
When the MSSE is directly minimi~ed, a polynomial form 
of the model is obtained. All the model coefficients are 
determined at one time. The computational effort, E, re-
quired to minimize the MSSE is computed from Equation (2-9). 
Kc = Nc = (px1+l )(pu1+l) 
Kg= Ng= (n 1-t)(m1-1) 
K = 1 p 
When the decomposed MSSE is minimized, a mixed form of 
the model (polynomial in x1 and tabular in u1) is obtained. 
The MSSE is decomposed into mi partial sums of squared er-
rors (PSSE) as follows: 
MSSE = PSSEt + PSSE2 + ... + PSSEmt 
"' • 2 L (s1-f(s1,ci)) 
k= 1 , ( n 1 -1 ) 
PSSEi = 
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where, s1 is the averaged x1. In the i-th group of tests, 
the amplitude of the step input is constant. Therefore, the 
function f is assumed to be a polynomial in x1 alone. The 
coefficients of the polynomial are subscripted to denote 
that this set of coefficients represent the system for one 
constant (step) input of u1i• The i-th row of the coeffi-
ci~nts in the tabular form of the model is found when PSSEi 
is minimized using tpe system responses for the i-th group 
of tests. 
The computational effort with decomposition, Ed, from 
Equation (2-9) is, 
Kc = ( Px 1+1 ) 
Kg = ( n 1-1 ) 
Kp = ml 
2 
Ed= K(px 1+t) (n1-l)m1 
Thus, the ratio of the computational efferts is, 
When Put = I.Land ml = 10, the ratio is 45j2. 
In summary, the advantages of determining the model 
coefficients by minimizing the decomposed MSSE are the fol-
lowing: 1) The MSSE involves averaging which is a smoothing 
technique. Also, the determination of the model coeffi-
cients by minimizing the sum of squared errors is a smooth-
ing technique. Because of these two smoothing processes the 
identification technique is insensitive to additive, zero-
mean noise in the measured system responses; 2) Determina-
tion of the model coefficients is considerably faster; and 
J) Numerical round-off errors are minimized by determining 
fewer coefficients at a time. 
Model Coefficients 
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The optimum model coefficients which minimize the unde-
composed or the decomposed MSSE are uniquely determined by 
solving system(s) of linear simultaneous algebraic equa-
tions. Iterations, as required in other techniques are 
avoided. When the undecomposed MSSE is used, a polynomial 
form of the model is obtained, When the decomposed MSSE is 
used, a mixed form of the model (polynomial in X and tabular 
in U) is obtained. The model coefficients of one form can 
be generated from those of the other form. To obtain a 
tabular form from a polynomial form, the polynomials are 
evaluated at various points. To obtain a polynomial form 
from a tabular form, least squares fitting is used. 
The computer tools presented in Appendix A can be used 
to determine the coefficients of a mixed form of the model 
(polynomial in X and tabular in U). However, the coeffi-
cients of a polynomial form or a tabular form can be ob-
tained using the conversion subroutine presented in Appen-
dix B. 
CHAPTER III 
APPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNIQUE 
In this chapter the applications of the identification 
technique are discussed and illustrated through examples. 
Necessary Steps in Identification 
The computer tools developed in this thesis are based 
on the minimization of the decomposed MSSE. The identified 
model form is polynomial in the state(s) and tabular in the 
input(s). Figure 6 illustrates the procedure followed with 
both identification programs, SYSID1 and SYSID2 (see Appen-
dix A). Data from system responses for each group of the 
tests is read in, smoothed if necessary before differentia-
tion, and processed (averaged over the grid divisions in the 
X-U hyperspace). Then, the model coefficients which mini-
mize the decomposed MSSE are determined by solving system(s) 
of linear simultaneous algebraic equations. The necessary 
steps for the system identification are listed below. 
1 • Specify the region of interest in the X-U hyper-
space by defining the minimum and the maximum 
limits on the state(s} and on the input(s). 
2. Specify the numbers of levels ni ' n2, mi , and m2 
into which the total ranges in x 1 , x 2 , u 1 and u 2 
Read Data for One ~ ...... 
Group of Tests 
~ 
~ . 
Smoothing SSf' Smoothing 




Differentiation SSP Differentiation 
if Necessary Subroutine DETJ -
• 
Processing of Data 





,. , I 
-Determination of ... 
the Coefficients Subroutine 
of a Mixed Model - CURVFT or SURF IT ~ 
• 
Repeat the Process for 




Figure 6. Identification Procedure Adopted in the 
Computer Subroutines SYSIDl and SYSID2 
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are divided respectively. 
3. Determine the set of initial conditions. For first 
order systems, the two extreme initial conditions 
on the system are sufficient. For second-order 
systems obtain the locus of initial conditions and 
choose I pairs of initial conditions on the locus. 
4. Conduct 2m1m2 tests for a first-order system and 
Im1 tests for a second-order system. For a single-
input system m2 = 1. A system with no inputs can 
be considered as a single-input system with mt = 1 
and u1 = O. Measure the system states and the 
first derivatives of the states for all tests. If 
the derivatives are not measurable, they must be 
obtained by differentiation. 
5. Sample all the measured data and store in punched 
card form (FORMAT 3X, ?Elt.4). A variable sampling 
interval may be used depending upon the frequency 
. 
content of the measured data. However, when X is 
not measurable, a constant interval is necessary 
for smoothing and differentiation. 
6. Specify the degrees of the polynomials Pxl and Px2• 
7. Use SYSIDl for first-order systems and SYSID2 for 
second-order systems (see Appendix A). These sub-
routines give the mixed form of the model (polyno-
mial in the state(s) and tabular in the input(s)). 
8. Use CONVRT (see Appendix B) if a polynomial or a 
tabular form of the model is desired. 
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Based on the experience with a number of examples, the 
following numerical values are normally adequate for the 
variables used in the above steps: mi=m2=n1=n2=11; Px1=Px2= 
Pu1=Pu2=3 or 4; 1=20; and 100 samples should be used for 
each test. Subroutines XDOTl (for first-order systems) and 
XDOT12 (for second-order systems) which are ~resented in 
Appendix A may be used to evaluate the derivatives of the 
states for predicting the system response. When a polyno-
mial form or a tabular form is used the corresponding sub-
routines (XDOTl or XDOT12) which are presented in Appendix B 
must be used. 
Model Simulation 
This section describes the use of the identified model 
in the prediction of system responses for arbitrary inputs 
and arbitrary initial conditions on the system. I~th~;~·sys­
tem states at time to, and the inputs U(t); t 0LtLtr, where 
tr is the final time, are known; the system response X(t) 
can be obtained by numerically integrating the model differ-
ential equations from to to tr. A Runge-Kutta integration 
program may be used. The integration program requires the 
derivatives of the states for known values of the states and 
the inputs. These derivatives can be evaluated by using the 
subroutines XDOTl or XDOT12 (see Appendices A and B). 
The model responses simulated as above will not be 
identical to the actual system responses because of the fol-
lowing two sources of error: 1) Insufficient accuracy of the 
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identified model, and 2) The difference between the model 
states and the actual ~ystem states at the initial time. 
The numerical integration program can be assumed to be suf-
ficiently accurate by properly selecting the integration 
scheme and the integration step size. For the class of non-
linear systems considered in this thesis, the error between 
the model response and th~ actual system response is found 
to converge to an allowable amount within the capability of 
the identified model. 
The above result can be used to predi~t the response of 
a real process for any arbitrary input with~~t the knowledge 
of the initial state of the process. The model can be simu-
lated with zero initial conditions which introduce an ini-
tial error. The predicted system response '~ill be meanLng-
ful only after one or two settling times when the error 
converges to an allowable amount. 
Model Analysis 
Another application of the model is to describe the 
system in the small about an operating point (usually a 
steady-state operating point). This is done by linearizing 
the model differential equations about the operating point • 
. 
The steady-state response can also be found by setting X=O. 
That is, 
(J-1) 
In the above equation Ustep is a vector of step inputs and 
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Xss is a vector of steady-state responses of the system. 
The responses Xss can be found analytically, without actual-
ly integrating the model equations, by solving a set of non-
linear algebraic equations when the model form is polynomial 
and by inverse interpolation when the model form is tabular. 
The set of linearized differential equations valid in the 
vicinity of an operating point (Xop• U0 P) can be obtained 
as follows: 
6 x = A 6x + s 6u 
A = ?'JFfox 
s = 'OF /ou 
(3-2) 
where, the coefficient matrices A and B are obtained by 
evaluating the partial derivatives at the operating point. 
These evaluations are performed analytically when the model 
form is polynomial and numerically when the model form.is 
tabular. 
The linearized equations can be used to investigate the 
stability of the model in the small about any operating 
point of interest. Also, these equations can be used to 
continuously find the optimal control for a closed-loop 
process. The results of optimal control theory, which are 
applicable to linear systems, can be used to generate the 
optimum control for a nonlinear system in a small neighbor-
hood around an operating point in the X-U hyperspace. The 
coefficient matrices A and B can be evaluated for each new 
operating point of the system. 
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Examples 
A number of examples were worked to validate the iden-
tification technique. Six examples are presented in this 
sect~on to illustrate the technique. In the first four ex-
amples the unknown system was simulated by numerically inte-
grating known mathematical models. In the fourth example 
zero-mean Gaussian noise was superimposed on the inputs and 
the measured responses. Both the state and its derivative 
were assumed available. In Examples 1, 2 and 3 the deriva-
tives of the states were obtained by numerical differentia-
tion. Examples 5 and 6 were actual physical systems. In 
these examples the measured responses were smoothed before 
differentiation. 
The results of identification were verified by compar-
ing the responses of the system and of the identified model 
to the same but arbitrary input(s). The arbitrary inputs 
were sequences of pulses whose amplitude and width were in-
dependent random variables. Mean squared error (MSE), as 
defined below, was considered as a measure of closeness. 
tr 2 
MSE = (1/tr) j (xs-xm) dt 
0 
Convergence of the model response was verified by starting 
the model and the system from different initial conditions. 
The computational times for identification (includes 
smoothing and differentiation where applicable) and for 
simulation of the system and the model for 500 Runge-Kutta 
integration steps are summarized for each example. An IBM 
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360 model 65 digital computer was used. The repeatability 
of the CPU time on this machine was within + 0.5 seconds. 
To illustrate the choice of the three model forms, 
tabular, mixed and polynomial forms were used in the exam-
ples. For convenience, special programs were developed for 
each of the examples to generate the required test data and 
to identify the model. These programs are not included in 
this thesis. However, the necessary computer subroutines 
for identifying a mixed form of the model (polynomial in X 
and tabular in terms of U) are presented in Appendix A. If 
a model form which is polynomial both in X and in U or tabu-
lar in terms of both X and U is desired, a conversion sub-
routine is presented in Appendix B. In addition, the sub-
routines STEADY and LINRIZ used in the examples for model 
analysis are presented in the Appendix C. 
Example 1 
A single-input, first-order system was simulated by 
Equation (3-3). The system was modeled by Equation (3-4). 
In the above equations Xts and Xtm represent the system 
(3-3) 
(3-4) 
state and the model state. A tabular model form was used. 
The range in the input (ulmin=-1 and u1max=l} was divided 
into 11 levels (m1=11). The range of the state (xlmin=-1 
and Xtmax=l) was divided into 11 levels (n1=11). To gener-
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ate the numbers in the table, x1 was assumed to be a fourth 
degree polynomial in x1 lPx1=4) .for each of the input lev-
els. The third row of the table (when the input level u13= 
-0.6) has the following numbers: 0.227E 01 0.185E 01 0 .141 
E 01 0.101E 01 0.667E 00 0.395E 00 0.199E 00 0.709E-01 
-0.836E-02 -0.694E-01 -0.154E 00. 
The identification time was 1.12 seconds, the times re-
quired for the simulation of the system and the modsl were 
respectively 3.89 and 4.35 seconds. Figure 7 shows the ar-
bitrary input and the responses of the system and the model 
when the initial conditions were 44.5% off. For a step in-
put of 1.0, the steady-state value x1ss was found to be 
0 ~·973. The coefficient ma trices of the linearized differ-
ential equation were found to be A=f0.247E oy and B=p.286EO~ 
for operation in the vicinity of Xtop=t.O and Utop=-1.0. 
Example 2 
A dual-input, first-order system was simulated by Equa-
tion (3-5). This system was modeled by Equation (3-6). The 
1.7 
x1s = (ABS(e)) SIGN(e) ( 3-5) 
e = u 1-SIN(11u2/7)-2x1s 
(J-6) 
ranges in the inputs (ulmin=u2min=-1 and ulmax=u2max=l) were 
divided into 11 levels each lm1=11 and m2=11). The range in 
the state (xlmin=-1 and xlmax=l) was divided into 11 levels 
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Figure 7. Arbitrary Input (u1) and the Response 




The identified model coefficients are represented by a three 
dimensional array c1=c1(ll,ll,ll). The 11 numbers of this 
array for a pair of input levels (u 14=-0.4 and u 22=-0.8) 
are the following: o.481EQ1 o.371E01 0.262E01 0.167E01 
0.928EOO o.408EOO o.722E-Ol -0.172EOO -0.472EOO -0.103 
E01 -0.209E01. 
The identification time was 12.59 seconds and the times 
required for the simulation of the system and the model were 
7.85 and 8.27 seconds respectively. Figure 8 shows the ar-
bitrary input and the responses of the system and the model 
when the initial conditions were 100% off. For a pair of 
step inputs, ulstep=t.0 and u2step=0.8, the steady-state 
value xlss was analytically found to be 0.240E-01. The co-
efficient matrices of the linearized differential equation 
were found to be A=[o.568EOO] and B=[0.111EOO o.765E-O~ 
for operation in the vicinity of an operating point (xlop= 
1 .oo, Utop=-1.00 and u2op=-0.63). 
Example 3 
A single-input, second-order system was simulated by 
Equat~ons (3-7) and (3-8). Bose (6) showed that under cer-
tain circumstances these equations represent an hydraulic 
spool type valve. This system was modeled by Equations 
(J-9) and (J-10) for identification • The range of the in-
put (ulmin=O and ulmax=l) was divided into 11 levels (m 1=11) 
and the ranges of the states (xlmin=-0.266, xlmax=t.140, 
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Figure 8. Arbitrary Inputs (u1 and u2) and the 
Response (x1) of the System arid the 
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each ln1=11 and n2=11). For each group of tests 20 pairs 
of initial conditions were chosen. Two responses of the 
system to step inputs of u1=utmin and u1=u1max• with zero 
initial conditions on the system, gave the minimum and maxi-
mum limits on the first state. 
2nd state were found from the following two tests: 1) The 
input was a step of u1=utmin• and the initial conditions 
were x1lO)=x1max and x2lO)=O; and 2) The input was a step 
of u1=u1max• and the initial conditions were x 1 lO)=xlmin and 
x 2 lO)=O. These latter two tests established the locus of 
initial conditions. A mixed form of the model, polynomial 
in x 1 and x2 and tabular in u1, was used with Pxt=Px 2=3. 
The coefficients l4 x 4 matrices f'or one input level) of the 
polynomials in x 1 and x 2 are given below for a specific 
input level of 0.9 {tenth level). 
= 
r-0.944E-04 U .135 E-04 -0 .518E-03 0.702E-O~ 
O.lOOE Ul -·552E-02 O.lJOE-01 -0.723E-02 
-0.513E-05 0.138E-01 -0.341E-01 0.196E-01 
-0 .157E-03 -.H65E-02 0.219E-01 -0.129E-01 
r 0.900E 00 -.246E 00 0.270E-01 -0.887E 
001 -0.363E UO -.128E 01 -0.172E 00 0.128E 00 
O.t12E-01 -.161E 00 0.447E 00 -0.251E uo 
-0.752E-02 0.!22E 00 -0.298E 00 O.t46E 00 
= 
41 
The identification time was 14.47 seconds. The times 
required for the simulation of the system and the model for 
500 Runge-Kutta integration steps were 6.27 and 9.82 seconds 
respectively. Figures 9 and 10 show the arbitrary input and 
the responses of the system and the model when the initial 
conditions were the same. Note that the correspondence was 
so close that it is difficult to distinguish between the two 
responses. For a step input of ulstep=o.43, the steady-
state response was analytically found to be xlss=0.676E 00 
a.nd X2ss=-0.949E-05. The coefficient matrices of the lin-
earized differential equations were found to be, 




and B = [-.0 .1 78E-02] 
O.lOOE 01 
for operation in the small about the point (x 10p=O.J80, 
x 20p=-0.210 and u 10p=o.447). 
Example 4 
A single-input, first-order system was simulated by the 
following equations: 
1.8 
SIGN(u].-x 1s) Xls = (ABS(ui-xis)) (J-11) 
I = + Rl ul ul 
I 
Xts = Xts + R2 
o I • + R3 Xts = Xts 
where, R 1 , R2 and R3 were three independent Gaussian random 
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Figure lOo Arbitrary Input (u 1 ) and the Response 
(x2) of the System and the Model 
(Example 3) 
4J 
d3 as follows: 
dt = 1/3 NSR (u1max-Ulmin) 
d2 = 1/3 NSR (xlmax-Xlmin) 
d3 = 1/3 NSR (~lmax-~lmin) 
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In the above relations NSR is defined as the noise to signal 
ratio (O L NSR.:;:: t). Note that the input seen by the system 
l 
was ui and the system responses were Xts and its• But only . 
u 1 , x!s and x!s were used for the identification purposes. 
Figure 11 shows the system responses to a typical test input 
with and without the measurement noise. 
The system was modeled as, 
(3-12) 
The following data was used to simulate the system responses 
and to identify a polynomial form of the model: u1min=-l, 
u1max=l, x1min=-1 and '.Jt.lmax=l; mi=9 and n1=9; and Px1=3 and 
Pu1=3. The 4 x 4 matrix of model coefficients was, 
= t0.242E-01 -0.489E 0.458E 00 -0.175E -0.660E-01 -O.t49E 
















Figure 12 shows the arbitrary input and the responses of the 
system and the model to this input when NSR=o.4. The mean 
squared error (MSE) was 2.05E-04. The above identification 
problem was repeated for nine different values of NSR from 
0 to 0.4. A plot of the mean squared error versus NSR is 
shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 11. Actu~l and Measured Responses (x1 and 
x1) of the System (Example 4) When 
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Figure 12. Arbitrary Input (u 1 ) and the Response 
(x 1 ) of the System and. the Model 
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A real physical system, which consisted of an electri-
cal capacitor discharging through a diode (see inserts in 
Figure 14), was considered. The capacitor v0ltage, vc, was 
recorded as a function of time for two initial conditions 
(v1 =0.3 volts and v2 =0.25 volts). The data with the first 
initial condition was used for identification. The data 
with the second initial condition was used .t0 verify the 
accuracy of identification. The system was modeled by the 
following equation, 
The total range in Ve was divided into 21 levels. The five 
coefficients were found to be: cl (0)=0.951E-04, c1(1)= 
-0.759E-01, c 1 (2)=0.134E 01, c 1 (J)=0.8J9E01 and c1(4)= 
o.738E 01. Figure 14 shows the actual experimental re-
sponses and the identified responses for the two initial 
conditions. The identification time was 1.7 seconds. 
Example 6 
A real physical system, which consisted of a pressur-
ized pneumatic tank discharging into atmosphere through an 
orifice with nonlinear resistance, was considered. The set 
up is shown in the inserts of Figure 15. The tank pressure, 
Pt• was recorded as a function of time for two initial con-
ditions on the system (p1=25 psig and P2=15 psig). The data 
with one initial pressure was used for identificatiop. The 
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Figure 15. Respanses of the System and the 
Model far the Two. Initial Tank 





data with the other initial pressure was used to verify the 
accuracy of identification. The system was modeled as, 
(J-14) 
The total range in Pt was divided into 21 levels. The coef-
ficients of the above relation were found to be: c 1,(o)= 
-0.202E 00, c 1 (t)=-0.418E 00, c 1 (2)=0.235E-01, c 1 (3)=-o.102 
E-02 and c 1 (4)=0.127E-04. The actual system responses and 
the identified model responses for the two initial pressures 
are shown in Figure 15. The mean squared error was 0.0127. 
The accuracy was within 4%. 
Greater accuracy is not possible with a first-order 
system model. Intuition leads one to the conclusion that 
the system could be modeled more accurately by a second-
order system which accounts implicitly for the heat transfer 
effects in the process. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES 
In comparing the modified differential approximation 
technique with other known techniques the following factors 
are considered: 
1. A priori knowledge about the system model (form) 
2. Computational requirements (storage and time) 
3. Data required for identification 
4. Method of determining the model coefficients 
5. Applications of the identified model 
6. Limitations of the technique. 
It is difficult to make a meaningful quantitative com-
parison of various available identification techniques. 
There are more than several hundred techniques, each of 
which has its own advantages and disadvantages. Some are 
general purpose and some are special purpose techniques. 
However, the computational requirements depend not only on 
the identification technique, but also on the programming 
skill. A qualitative comparison of the identification tech-
niques which are applicable to nonlinear systems is given 
in Figure 16. A cross mark (X) is placed if the technique 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The modified differential approximation technique is 
applicable to stationary nonlinear systems which can be de-
scribed by lumped parameter models. The following are the 
principal features of the technique: 
1. The technique does not require a priori knowledge 
about the form of the system mathematical model 
2. It is found that a wide class of nonlinear systems 
can be adequately described by polynomial, tabular 
or mixed form of the model 
3. Specified inputs allow decomposition of the MSSE 
which results in reduced computational effort 
4. The model coefficients are determined uniquely 
without iterations 
5. The identified model can be used to compute the re-
responses to any arbitrary input(s) 
6. The technique is insensitive to zero-mean noise in 
the test inputs and in the measured responses 
7. The model allows determination of linearized dif-
ferential equations valid in the vicinity of an 
operating point 
55 
8. Three different forms of the model can be found. 
The mixed form is the most efficient for identifi-
cation. The tabular form is the most efficient for 
predicting the system response. The polynomial 
form gives the most accurate results with the mini-
mum number of model coefficients 
The primary drawback of the technique is that a specif-
ic set of tests must be conducted on the system. It can be 
concluded that for the class of systems considered the modi-
fied differential approximation technique is superior to 
other known techniques in identification time, accuracy and 
storage requirement. 
Recommendations 
Future work could be performed in the following areas 
to improve and extend the identification technique: 
t. Simplification of the identified model equations 
2. The use of normal operating input-output records 
of the system for identification purposes 
3. The use of a priori knowledge, where available, to 
reduce the identification time 
4. The use of orthogonal functions instead of polyno-
mials to reduce numerical round-off errors 
5. Investigation of on-line applications 
6. Consideration of time delays and hysteresis in the 
systems to be identified. 
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In this appendix the computer subroutines lSYSIDl and 
SYSID2) which can be used for the identification of first~ 
order and second-order systems are presented. Two of the 
required external subroutines (included in this appendix) 
are: CURVFT and SURFIT for fitting curves and surfaces 
through arbitrary data points in a least squares sense. In 
addition to the above the following subroutines are required 
from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package lSSP): SE13 for 
smoothing, DETJ i"or differentiation and SIMQ for solving a 
set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. 
The subroutines SYSIDl and SYSID2 yield a standard form 
of the model which is tabular in terms of the inputs and 
polynomial in the states. This form is explained below for 
a single-input, first-order system. Although x1 is a func-
tion of both x 1 and u 1 , the following relation is obtained: 
where, the coefficients of the polynomial depend on the in-
put level. If there are m1 levels in the input, there will 
be m1 sets of the coefficients for the above polynomial. 
These m1 sets of coefficients are conveniently represented 
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and stored in a multidimensional table lin this case it is 
a matrix). After the coefficients are identified, the value 
of i 1 for any arbitrary values of x1 and u1 can be found by 
evaluating the polynomial at x1 twice using two proper rows 
of the coefficient matrix and interpolating in u1· 
Subroutines XDOTl and XDOT12 presented in this appendix 
may be used to evaluate the derivatives of the states for 
numerical int~gration purposes. All of the subroutines pre-
sented in this appendix contain the necessary explanation. 
SUBROUTINE SYSIOI 
c-----c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++•+++ 
C + THIS PROGRAM IDENTIFIES A FIRST-ORDER SYSTEM WITH ONE QR+ 
C + TWO INPUTS. THE IOENTIFIEO MODEL IS A POLYNOMIAL IN Xl+ 
C + ANO A TABLE IN UI ANO UZ. THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE + 
C + POLYNOMIAL ARE PRINTED/PUNCHED FOR EACH STEP INPUTIOR + 
C + PAIR OF STEP INPUTS!. + 
C + SUBROUTINE REOUIREMENT-SE13o DET3o SIMQISSPI ANO CURVFT + 
C + THE FOLLOWING DATA IS REQUIRED FOR IDENTIFICATION + 







































































FIRST DATA CARO HAS FORMAT 6110 ANO MUST CONTAIN + 
NINPUT - 'llJl!BER OF INPUTSll OR 21 + 
NOEGXl - DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL IN Xl + 
NGRDXl, NGROUl AND NGROUZ - NUMBERS OF LEVELS INTO + 
WHICH Xl, Ul AND U2 ARE DIVIDED RESPECTIVELY + 
!PUNCH - l IF PUNCHED OUTPUT IS OESIREOIO OTHERWISE) + 
NOTE THAT NOEGXl MUST BE LESS THAN NGRDXl. + 
USUALLY NOEGXl ~ 3 OR 4, NGROXl z NGROUl • NGROU2 • 11 + 
ARE ADEQUATE. NGRDUZ z 1 FOR SINGLE-INPUT SYSTE~S. + 
SECOND DATA CARO HAS FORMAT 6FI0.3 AND "IUST CONTAIN + 
XIHIN, XlMAX, Ul"llN, UlMAX, UZHIN AND U2MAX - MINIMUM + 
AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF XI, Ul AND U2 RESPECTIVELY + 
THERE MUST BE NGRDU2 SETS OF TEST DATA AFTER THE FIRST + 
TWO DATA CARDS. IN THE I-TH DATA SET THE VALUE OF THE + 
STEP IN U2 z UZMIN + IU2MAX-U2MINl*ll-ll/INGRDU2-ll. + 
EACH DATA SET CONTAINS NGRDUl SUBSETS. IN THE J-TH + 
SUBSET THE AMPLITUDE OF THE STEP IN Ul s UlMIN + + 
IUIMAX - UlMINl*IJ-11/INGRDUl-ll. + 
EACH SUBSET OF DATA MUST FOLLOW A DATA CARO WHICH HAS + 
FORMAT 4110,eFlO.lt ANO CONTAINS + 
NIC - NUMBER OF INITlAL CONDITIONS. USUALLY NIC•2, BUT+ 
FOR SOME STEP INPUTS ONE INITIAL CONOITIONINIC•ll MAY+ 
CAUSE THE SYSTEM TO RESPOND OVER THE TOTAL Xl~RANGE. + 
NOATA - NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN EACH RESPONSEIABOUT 1001 + 
IOIFF - I IF THE DERIVATCVE OF Xl HAS TO BE OBTAINED BY+ 
DIFFERENTIATING Xl AND 0 OTHERWISE + 
ISMOTH - 1 IF SMOOTHING OF Xl IS REQUIREDIOTHERWISE 01.+ 
TOELTA - THE SAMPLING INTERVALICONSTANTI + 
NOTE THAT IF IO!FF•O, ISMOTH ANO TDELTA ARE NOT NEEDED.+ 
THE SAMPLED RESPONSES IN EACH SUBSET MUST BE SUPPLIED + 
IN PUNCHED CARO FORM IN FORMAT 3X, TEil.it AS FOLLOWS: + 
THE VALUES OF THE STATE Xl I FOR THE FIRST + 
THE VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVE I INITIAL CONDITION + 
OF XllONLY IF IOIFF z 01 1 ON THE SYSTEM + 
SAME AS ABOVE FOR THE SECOND INITIAL CONDITION + 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c-----01 MENS ION x1s11001,x1os11001,x1w1211,x1ow1211,N1w1211,c1MllOI 
l FOR"IATllHll 
2 FOR"IAT llH I 
3 FORMATIBF!0.31 
It FORMAT I 8 no I 
5 FORMATl3X,7Ell.41 
6 FORMATlltllO,FlO.ltl 
91 FORMATllOX,•THE IOENTIFIEO HODEL IS A POLYNOMIAL IN Xl ANO A TABL€ 
I IN UllANO u21.•,1,1ox, 1 THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL FOR', 
2' EACH STEP INPUTIPAIR OF STEP INPUTS! ARE:•,//I 
WRITEl6oll 
REA015,41 NINPUT,NOEGXloNGROXloNGROUloNGROU2olPUNCH 
REAOl5o31 XlMIN 0 XlMAX.UlHIN.UlHAXoU2MINoU2HAX 
NGXlMl • NGROXl - l 
NOXlPl • NOEGXl + l 
OXl • IXlMAX - XlHINl/NGXlMl 
IFININPUT.EQ.11 NGROU2 • 1 
WRITE(6,9ll 
00 300 IU2•1,NGROU2 
00 200 IUl•loNGROUl 
REAOl5,61 NIC,NDATA,IOIFF.ISMOTH,TOELTA 
00 Zit l•loNGXlMl 
XlWI II • O.O 
XlOWlll • O.O 
21t NlWlll • 0 
00 100 llC•loNIC 
REAOl5,511X1Slllol•l,NOATAI 
IFllDIFF.EQ.01 GO TO 21 
IFIISMOTH.E0.01 GO TO 22 
CALL SE131XlS,XlS,NOATA,IERI 
22 CALL OET31TOELTA,XlS 1 XlOS,NOATA,IERI 
GO TO 23 
21 REA015,511Xl0Slllol•l,NOATAI 
2~ 00 3D I•l,NOATA 
IX! • IXlSlll - XlMINl/OXl + l.O 
IFIIXl.LT.11 IXl • 1 
IFl!Xl.GT .NGXlMll IXl • NGXlMl 
XlW(IXll • XlWllXll + XlSlll 
XlOWllXll • XlOWIIXll + XlOSlll 
30NlWIIXll •NlWilXll + 1 
100 CONTINUE 
K z 0 
00 40 I•l,NGXlHl 
IFINIWllJ.EO.OI GO TO ltO 
K • K + l 
OENOM • NlWlll 
XlWIKI • XlWlll/OENOM 
XlDWIKI • XlOWlll/OENOM 
40 CONTINUE 
CALL CURVFTIXlW,XlOW,K,NOEGXl,ClHI 
IFllPUNCH.EQ.01 GO TO 200 
WRITEl7,511C1Mlllol•l,NOX1Pll 
























+ SUBROUTINE CURVFT - LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTING + 
+ + 













ARRAY OF VALUES OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
ARRAY OF VALUES OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
DIMENSION OF XOR Y 
MAXIMUM DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL IN X 
RESULTING COEFFICIENT VECTOR FOR A FUNCTIONAL 
RELATION OF THE FORM y - SUMI c111•1x••11-111 
I 
SUBPROGRAM REQUIREMENT 
















NXPl = NDEGX + l 
NXT2 z NDEGX*Z 
LENTHA = NXPl*NXPl 
DO 10 IC•l,NXPl 
10 CllCI = O.O 
DO 11 I A=l ,LENTHA 
11 AIIAJ z O.O 
c----
DO 100 K•l,N 
XKPN"'llll = 1.0 
IFINXT2.EQ.OI GO TO 21 
DO 20 IX•l,NXT2 
20 XKPNMlllX+ll z XKPNHlllXl*XIKI 
c----
Z l DO 100 IP•l,NXPl 
URG z IP - NXPl 
DO 30 l•l,NXPl 
IARG • IARG + NXPl 
30 AllARGI • AllARGI + XKPNHlllP+l-11 
100 CIIPl z CllPI + YIKl*XKPNNlllPI 
c----
1 f ( N XP l. GT. l I GO TO 41 
Clll • Clll/Alll 
RETURN 







C + THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE DERIVATIVE FUNCTION XlDOT + 
C + FOR ANY VALUES OF Xl, Ul AND uz, SPECIFIED TtiROUGH THE + 
C + ARGUMENTS OF THIS PROGRAM. NOTE THAT THE COEFFICIENTS + 
c + c1111s.11,111 AND NINPUT, XlMIN, XlNAX, NDEGXlt UlMIN, + 
C + UlMAX, NGRDUl, UZMIN, U2NAX AND NGRDU2 MUST BE READ JN + 
C + A MAIN PROGRAMIWRITTEN BY THE USERI ANO TRANSFERRED TO + 
C + THIS PROGRAM THROUGH THE CONNON STATEMENT. THE MODEL + 
C + COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE IDENTIFIED BY THE PROGRAM + 
C + •SYSIDl' llUST BE READ AS FOLLOWS: + 
C + DO 10 tu2•1 ,NGRDUZ + 
C + DO 10 IUl•l ,NGRDUl + 
C + 10 READ15.IllClNll.IUl.IU21,I•ltNDX1Pll + 
C + l FORNATl3X,7Ell.41 + 
C + WHERE, Ul & U2 ARE DIVIDED INTO NGRDUl & NGRDU2 LEVELS + 
C + AND NDXlPl-l•NDEGXl IS THE DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL IN Xl. + 
C + WHEN NINPUT, THE NUMBER OF INPUTS, IS l THEN U2 • O.O + 
c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c----
C OMMON/MNDT l /Cl M ( 5, 11 .111, NI NPUT, X l MIN, Xl MAX, NDEGX l ,U l MIN, Ul MAX, 
l NGRDUl ,U2MIN,U2MAX, NGRDU2 
DIMENSION DlU1121,DlU2121 
NDXlPl • NDEGXl + l 
DUl = IUlMAX - UlMINl/INGRDUl-ll 
IUl • IUl - UlMINl/DUl + loO 
IFIIUl.LT.11 !Ul • l 
IF I !Ul .GE.NGRDUll IUl 
PERUl • IUl - UlMIN -
!FiNINPUT.EQ.21 GO TO 
!U2 • l 
z NGRDUl - l 
IIUl-ll*DUll/DUl 
10 
GO TO 11 
10 DUZ • IU2NAX - U2MINl/INGROU2 
IU2 • IU2 - U2MINl/DU2 + 1.0 
IFllU2.LT.ll IU2 • l 
li 
IFllUZ.GEoNGRDU21 IU2 • NGRDU2 - l 
PERU2 • IU2 - U2MIN - IIU2-ll•DU21/DU2 
11 J • IU2 - l 
00 20 NU2•1,2 
J - J + l 
I • IUl - l 
DO 30 NUl•l,2 
I • I + l 
OlUllNUll • ClMIJ,l,NDXlPll 
DO 30 IXl•l,NDEGXl 
30 DlUllNUll • DlUllNUll*Xl + ClNIJ,l,NDXlPl-IXll 
XlDOT • DlUllll + ID1Ull21 - DlUlllll•PERUl 
IFININPUT.EQ.21 GO TO 20 
RETURN 
20 DlU21NU21 • XlDOT 








C + THIS PROGRAM IOENTIFIES A SINGLE-INPUT, SECOND-ORDER + 
C + SYSTEM. THE IDENTIFIED MODEL IS A POLYNOMIAL IN XI ANO+ 
C + X2 ANO A TABLE IN Ul. THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLY- + 
C + NOMIAL ARE PRINTED/PUNCHED FOR EACH STEP INPUT. + 
C + SUBROUTINE REOUIREMENT-SE13, OET3, SIMQISSPI ANO SURFIT + 


































































FIRST DATA CARD HAS FORMAT 6110 AND MUST CONTAIN + 
NDEGXl ANO NDEGX2 - DEGREES OF THE POLYNOMIALS IN Xl + 
AND X2 RESPECTIVELY + 
NGRDXl, NGRDX2 AND NGROUl - NUMBERS OF LEVELS INTO + 
WHICH Xl, X2 ANO Ul ARE DIVIDED RESPECTIVELY + 
!USUALLY NDEGXl•NDEGX2~3 AND NGRDXl=NGROX2•NGRDUl=lll + 
!PUNCH - 1 IF PUNCHED OUTPUT IS DESIREDIO OTHERWISE! + 
SECOND DATA CARD HAS FORMAT 6Fl0.3 AND MUST CONTAIN + 
XlMIN, XlMAX, X2M!N, X2MAX, UlMIN AND UlMAX - MINIMUM + 
AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF Xl, X2 AND Ul RESPECTIVELY + 
THERE MUST BE NGRDUl SETS OF TEST DATA AFTER THE FIRST + 
TWO DATA CARDS. IN THE T-TH DATA SET THE VALUE OF THE + 
STEP IN Ul • UlMIN + IUIMAX-UlMINl*ll-llllNGRDUl-11. + 
EACH DATA SET MUST FOLLOW A DATA CARD WHICH HAS + 
FORMAT 4110, Fl0.4 ANO CONTAINS + 
NIC - NUMBER OF INITIAL CONOITIONSIABOUT 201 WHICH NEED+ 
NOT BE SAMEllN VALUE & NUMBERI FOR All STEP INPUTS. + 
WHEN THE INPUT IS UIMAX, THE INITIAL CONDITIONS MAY + 
BE CHOSEN ONLY ALONG THE LOWER HALF OF THE LOCUS OF + 
INITIAL CONDITIONSIVICE VERSA FOR UlMINI. + 
NDATA - NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN EACH RESPONSEIABOUT 1001 + 
IDIFF - 1 IF THE DERIVATIVES OF XI ANO X2 HAVE TO BE + 
OBTAINED BY DIFFERENTIATING Xl AND X210 OTHERWISEI + 
ISMOTH - 1 IF SMOOTHING JS REQUIREDIO OTHERWISE! + 
TDELTA - THE SAMPLING INTERVALICONSTANTI + 
NOTE THAT IF IDIFF•O, ISMOTH AND TDELTA ARE NOT NEEDED.+ 
THE SAMPLED RESPONSES IN EACH DATA SET MUST BE SUPPLIED + 
IN PUNCHED CARD FORM IN FORMAT. 3X, 7Ell.4 AS FOLLOWS: + 
VALUES OF THE STATE XI I FOR THE FIRST OF THE + 
VALUES OF THE STATE X2 I NIC INITIAL CONDITIONS+ 
VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVE OF Xl I !DERIVATIVE VALUES + 
VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVE OF X2 I ONLY IF IOIFF•OI + 
SAME AS ABOVE FOR OTHER lNITIAL CONDITIONS + 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c-----
01 MENS ION x1s11001,x2s11001,x1os11001,x2os11001 
DIMENSION x1w111,111,x2w111,111,x1Dw111,111,x2Dw111.111,Nw111,111 
DIMENSION ClM(5,51,C2M(5,51,ZX111211,ZX2112lltZX1Dll211,ZX2Dll211 





91 FORMATllHl, 9X,'THE IDENTIFIED MODEL IS A POLYNOMIAL IN XI AND X2 
lANO A TABLE IN u1•,1 .1ox,•THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL FOR 




NDXlPl • NDEGXl + 1 
NDX2Pl • NDEGX2 + 1 
NGXlMl • NGRDXl - 1 
NGX2Ml • NGRDX2 - 1 
DXl a IXIMAX - XlMINl/NGXlMl 
DX2 a IX2MAX - X2MINl/NGX2Ml 
DO 200 IUl•l,NGROUl 
DO 20 l•l,NGXlMl 
DO 20 J•l,NGXZMl 
XlW(l,JI a 0.0 
X2W(l,JI • O.O 
XlDWI I.JI a O.O 
X2DWll,JI • O.O 
20 NW([ ,JI a 0 
READl5,61 NIC,NDATA,IOIFF,ISMOTH,TDELTA 
00 30 llC•l, NIC 
READl5,511XlSllltl•l,NDATA~ 
READl5,511X2Slll,l•l,NDATAl-
TFllDIFF.EQ.OI GO TO 21 
IFllSMOTH.EQ.01 GO TO 22 
CALL SE131XlS,XlS 0 NDATA,IERI 
CALL SE131X2S,X2S,NDATA,IERI 
22 CALL DET31TDELTA,XlS,XlDS,NDATA,IERI 
CALL DET31TDELTA,X2S,X2DS,NDATA,IEAI 
GO TO 23 
Zl READ(5,511XlDSlll,1•1,NOATAI 
READl5,511X2DSlll,1•1,NDATAI 
23 00 30 l=l,NDATA 
11 = IXISIII - XlMINl/DXI + 1.0 
IZ • IX2SIII - XZMINl/DX2 + 1.0 
IFlll.LT.11 Il • 1 
IFIIl.GT.NGXlMll Il • NGXlMl 
IFII2.LT.ll I2 • 1 
IFIIZ.GT.NGX2Mll 12 • NGX2Ml 
x1w1I1,121 • x1w1I1,I21 + x1s111 
x2w111,I21 • xzw111,121 + x2s111 
XlDWIIl.I21 & XlDWlll,121 + X2DSIII 
xzow1I1.121 • x2Dw1I1,121 + x2Ds111 
30 NWll1,I21 • NWIII,I21 + l 
K a 0 
DO 40 11•1,NGXlMl 
DO 40 12•1,NGX2Ml 
IFINWlll,121.EQ.OI GO TO 40 
K s K + 1 
DENOM • NWlll,121 
ZXllKI • XlWlll,121/DENOM 
ZX21KI & X2Wlll.121/0ENOM 
ZXIDIKI • XlOWIJl,121/DENOM 
ZX2DIKI & X2DWII1.121/DENOM 
40 CONTINUE 
CALL SURFITIZX1.zx2.zx10.K,NQEGXl,NDEGX2,ClMI 
IFllPUNCH.EQ.01 GO TO 50 
WRITE(7,5111ClMll,Jl,l•l•NDX1Pll,J•l,NDX2Pll 
50 WRITEl6,5111ClMll,Jl,l•l•NDX1Pll,J•l,NDX2Pll 
CALL SURF IT I ZXl .zx2,z X2D,K,NDEGX1. NDEGX2,C2MI 










C + SUBROUTINE SURFIT - LEAST SQUARES SURFACE FITTJNG + 
C + CALLING REQUIREMENTS + 
C + X Al!RAY OF VALUES Of FIRST INDEPENDENT VARIABLE + 
C + Y ARRAY Of VALUES Of SECOND INDEPENDENT VARIABLE + 
C + l ARRAY OF VALUES OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE + 
C + N DI MENS ION OF X OR Y OR Z + 
C + NDEGX MAXIMUM DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL IN X + 
C + NDEGY MAXIMUM DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL IN Y + 
C + C RESIA.TING COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR THE RELATION + 
C + Z =SUM( SUM( Cll,Jl*(X••II-ll l*IY**IJ-1111 + 
C + J I + 
C + SUBPROGRAM REQUIREMENT + 
C + SIMO TO SOLVE LINEAR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONSISSPI + 
c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c-----
D 1 ME NS JON x111,Y<11,z111,c1s,51,xKPNMl(lllrYKPNMlllll,Al6251,Bl251 
NXPl = NDEGX + l 
NYPl = NOEGY + 1 
NXT2 = NDEGX*l 
NYT2 = NOEGY*2 
LENTHB = NXPl*NYPl 
LENTHA = LENTHB*LENTHB 
DD 10 IB=lrLENTHB ' 
10 B(!BI a O.O 
DO 11 IA=l,LENTHA 
11 Al!Al = O.O 
OD 100 K=l,N 
XKPNMlC 11 =l • 0 
JFINXT2.EQ.OI GO TO 21 
DO 20 IX=l,NXT2 
20 XKPNMll!X+ll = XKPNMl(IXl*XIKI 
21 YKPNMllll = 1.0 
IFINYT2.EQ.OI GO TO 31 
DO 30 IY•l,NYT2 
30 YKPNMl(!Y+ll a YKPNMll!Yl•YIKl 
31 I A a 0 
00 100 lQ=l,NYPl 
DD 100 IP•l,NXPl 
IA = U + 1 
I ARG a IA - LENTHB 
DO 40 J=l,NYPl 
OD 40 l•l,NXPl 
IARG = IARG + LENTHB 
40 AllARGl a A(IARGl + XKPNMl(IP+I-ll•YKPNMllIQ+J-11 
100 BllAI = BllAI + ZIKl*XKPNMlllPl•YKPNMllIQI 
IFILENTHB.GT.11 GO TO 51 
Bill a Bill/Alli 
GO TO 52 
51 CALL SIMQIA,B,LENTHB,01 
52 I J = O 
DO 50 J=l,NYPl 
DO 50 l=l,NXPl 
IJ a IJ + l 























+ THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS XlDOT • 
+ AND X200T FOR ANY VALUES OF Xlt X2 AND Ul, SPECIFIED • 
• THROUGH THE ARGUMENTS OF THE SUBROUTINE. NOTE THAT THE• 
• MODEL COEFFICIENTS ClMl5,5,lll,C2M(5,5,lll AND UlMIN, • 
+ Ul~AX, NDEGXl, NDEGX2, A~D NGRDUl MUST BE READ IN A • 
+ MAIN PROGRAMIWRITTEN BY THE USERI AND TRANSFERRED TO • 
• THIS SUBROUTINE THROUGH THE COMMON STATEMENT. THE • 
• MOOEL COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE IDENTIFIED BY THE PROGRAM • 
+ 'SYSID2' MUST BE READ AS FOLLOWS: • 
+ 00 10 K•l, NGROUl • 
+ READ! 5, 111 (Cl Ml I, J, KI t l•l, NOXlPll ,J•l ,NDX2Pll • 
+ 10 REA015tllllCZMll,J,Kltl•ltNDX1Pll,J•ltNDX2Pll • 
+ l FORMAT13X,7Ell.41 • 
+ WHERE, Ul IS DIVIDED INTO NGRDUl LEVELS ANO • 
+ NDXlPl-1 a NDEGXl AND NDX2Pl-1 • NDEGX2 ARE THE DEGREES+ 






NOXl Pl a NOEGXl • 1 
NOX2Pl = NDEGX2 + 1 
NGUlMl = NGROUl - 1 
DUI a IUlMAX - UlMINl/NGUlMl 
IUl a IUl - UlMINl/OUl 
IFllUl.LT.01 IUl • 0 
IFllUl.GE.NGUlMll IUl a NGMlUl - l 
PERUl a (Ul - UlMIN - IUl*OUll/DUl 
XlPNMllll a 1.0 
IFINOEGXl.EQ.01 GO TO 11 
00 10 l=l,NDEGXl 
lO'XlPNMlll•ll • XlPNMllll*Xl 
11 X2PNMllll • 1.0 
IFINDEGX2.EQ.OI GO TO 21 
DO 20 lzl,NDEGX2 
20 X2PNM111+11 = X2PNMllll*X2 
21 DO 30 NU=l,2 
I Ul z tUl + 1 
XlOUINUI a O.O 
X2DUINUI a O.O 
DO 30 J•l,NOX2Pl 
SUMl a 0.0 
SUM2 • O.O 
DO 40 l•l,NDXlPl 
SUMl z SUMI• ClMIJ,J,IUll*XlPNMllll 
40 SUM2 • SUM2 • C2M( I,J,IUll*XlPNMllU 
XlOUINUI a XlDUINUI + SUMl*X2PNMllJI 
30 X2DUINUI a X20UINUI • SUM2*X2PNM11JI 
XlDOT a XlDUlll • IX10Ul21 - XlDUllll*PERUl 







This appendix includes a conversion subroutine, CONVRT, 
which can be used to generate the coefficients of a model 
form which is tabular both in X and U or polynomial both in 
X and U. This subroutine re qui res th.e coefficients of' the 
standard form of the model which are obtained by SYSIDl or 
SYSID2 in Appendix A. In addition, proper versions of the 
subroutines XDOT1 and XDOT12 which can use the model coef-
ficients generated by CONVRT are also presented. All of 
these subroutines contain the necessary explanation. 
SUS ROUTINE CONVRTI NORDER,NINPUT, MFORl!I 
c-----
(. +++++++++++++++++++++ ..... +++-++++++++.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c • + 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE IS PREPARED FOR FIRST-ORDER SYSTEl!S ANO + 
C + SECOND-ORDER SYSTEMS TO .GENERATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF A + 
C + MODEL FOR!! WHJ.CH IS COMPLETELY TABULAR OR COMPLETELY + 
C + POLYNOl!IAL IN THE STATES ANO IN THE INPUTS. THE COEF- + 
C + FICIENTS OF THE MIXED FORM OF THE MODEL WHICH ARE OBTA-+ 
C + HIED BY THE SUBROUTINE SYS!Dl OR SYSID2 ARE READ IN BY + 
C + THIS PRCIGRAM AS INPUT DA TA. THE GENERATED COEFFICIENTS+ 
C + ARE PRINTED IN THIS SUBROUTINE. HO•EVER, THESE WILL BE+ 
C + AVAi LABLE IN THE USER WRITTEN l!A IN PROGRAM THROUGH THE + 
C + COMMON IBLOCKI STATEl!ENT IF PUNCHED OUTPUT IS OESIREO. + 
C .+ COEFFICIENTS CC2 ARE INDENTED FOR CONVENIENCE, + 
c + + 
C + THE EXPLANATION FOR THE ARGUMENTS IS AS FOLLOWS: + 
C + NORDER - l FOR FIRST-ORDER SYSTEMS + 
C + 2 FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTEMS + 
C + NI NPUT - 1 FOR SINGLE- INPUT SYSTEMS + 
C + 2 FOR DUAL-INPUT SYSTEM + 
C + NOTE: THE CASE WHERE NOROERzNINPUT=2 IS NOT CONSIDERED + 
c + + 
C + NOTE THE CUANTITIES WHICH ARE TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN + 
C + PROGRAM !WRITTEN BY USERl THROUGH THE COMMON IBLOCKI + 
C + STATEMENT. THE FOLLOWING IS THE EXPLANATION: + 
C + Cl ANO C2 - THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE Ml XEO FORM OF THE+ 
C + MODEL - THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS + 
C + C~l AND CC2 - THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DESIRED FORM + 
C + OF THE MODEL !TABULAR OR POLVNOMIALI + 
C + XlMIN,XlMAXrX2MIN,XZMAX,UlMIN,UlMAX,U2M.IN AND U2MAX + 
C + ARE THE MINIMUM A'lO THE MAXIMUM LIMITS ON Xl, xz, + 
C + Ul AND U2 RESPECTIVELY + 
C + NGRDXl, NGROX2, NGRDUl AND NGRDU2 ARE THE NUMBERS OF + 
c + .LEVELS INTO WHICH x1, x·2, Ul AND U2 ARE DIVIDED + 
C + NDEGXl, .NDEGX 1, NDEGUl AND NOEGU2 ARE THE DEGREES OF + 
C + THE POLYNOMIALS IN Xl, X2, Ul ANO ·U2 RESPECTIVELY + 
C + NOTE: WHEN A TABULAR FORM OF THE MODEL IS DESIRED, + 
C + NDEGUl AND NDEGU2 NEED NOT BE SPECIFIED. + 
c + + 
C + FOR A SINGLE ll\IPUT SYSTEM NGRDU2 ·• 1 AND NDEGU2 • 0 + 
c + + 
C + SUBROUTINE RECUIREMENT • 
c + + 
C + CURVFT - FOR FITTING CUii.YES THROUGH DATA POINTS IN A + 
C + LEAST SQUARES SENSE I SEE APPENDIX Al. + 
C + SIMO - FOR SOLVING LIJllEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS ( FROM + 
C + IBM SCIENTIFIC SUB~OIJTINE PACKAGE I. + 
c + + 
c ++ + .... +++·+ ++++++ ++++++++ +++++ ++++++++ ++++ ++++++ ++ +++ +++++++ ++ +++ +++ 
c-----
COMMON/ BLOCK/ C 1111r11,111.c211i.11.111,cc111i.11.111,cc2111 .• 11, 111 
1 rXlMIN,XlMAX1NGRDXloNDEGXlrX2MlNrX2MAX1NGRDX2,NDEGX2, 
2 UlMIN,UlMAX,NGRDUl, NO.EGUl rU2MIN ,U2MAXr NGRDU2r NCIEGU2 
DIMENSION XllZll ,x212 ii ,uu211.u21211,x1PNMll lO I ,XZPNMl 110" 
1 · wc11s,s,111,v11211,v21211,coEF11101,coEF21101 c-----
1 FORMAT llHll 




6 FORMATl1Hl,2X,'THE FOLLOWING COEFFICl·ENTS OF A MOOEL FORM, WHICH 
lS TABULAR IN THE INPUTISI AND POLYNOMIAL IN THE STATEISl, 1 r/r3X 1 
2 'WERE READ IN : 1 ,//1 . 
7 FORMATl1Hlr2X,•THE FOLLOWING ~RE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DESIRED F. 
lORM: 1 1 //1 
c-----WRITEC6,61 
NDXlPl • NDEGXl + 1 
IFINORDER.EQ.21 GO TO 22 
IFINlNPUT.EQ.11 NGRDU2. 
DD 21 K•lrNGRDU2 
DO 21 J•lrNGROUl 
READl5r31 IClllrJrKlrl•l,NOXlPll 
21 WRITEl6r411Clll,J,Klrl•l,NDXlPll 
GO TO 25 
22 NDX2Pl • NDEGX2 + 1 
00 23 K•l,NGRDUl 
WRITEl6r21 
REA0(5,3l llClllrJrKlrl•lrNDxlPllrJ•l,NDX2Pll 
REAOl5,31 llCZI I,J,Kl,l•l1NDXlPll1J•l1NDX2Pll 





NGXlMl • NGRDXl - 1 
DXl • IXlMAX - XlMINl/NGXlMl 
IFIMFORM.EQ.11 GO TO 100 
Xllll • XIMIN 
DO 30 l•lrNGXlMl 
30 Xll 1+11 • Xll l I + DXl 
IFINORDER.EQ.21 GO TO 61 c-----
DO 51 K•lrNGRDU2 
DO 51 J•lrNGRDUl 
00 50 l•l,NGRDXl 
SUMl • O.O 
DO 40 L•l,NOXlPl 
40 SUMI• SUMl•Xllll + CllNDXlPl+l-LrJ,KI 
50 CCllJ.J,Kl •SUMI 
. 'i.l. WJU IE 16.tlrl.(CCU (.,J .•. U • .l'"1 .. lllGRDX1 I 
RETURN c-----
61 NDX2Pl • NOEGX2 + 1 
NGX2Ml • NGRDX2 - 1 
DX2 a IX2MAX • X2MINl/NGX2Ml 
X2111 • X2MIN 
DO 62 l•l,NGXZMl 
62 XZll+ll • X2111 + DXZ c-----
00 91 IUl•l,NGRDUl 
WR1TEl6.21 
00 91 IX2•11NGROX2 
DO 90 IXl•l1NGRDXl 
XlPNMtl 11 • 1.0 
IFINO.EGXl.~0.01 GO TO 82 
DO 81 l•l,NDEGXl 
0\ 
0\ 
91 XlPNMlll+ll • XlPN14l.fll•XlllXll 
82 X29NM1ClJ • loO 
IFINDEGXZ.EQ.Dl GO TO 84 
DO 83 l•l,NDEGX.2 
83 XZPNMlll+ll • XZPNM11Il·•XZllX21 
c----'-
84 SiJ!.11 X2 • 0.0 
SUM2X2 • O.O 
00 Sb J•l,NOXZPl 
SUMIXI • O.O 
SUMZXI • O.O 
00 85 lsl,NDXlPl 
SUMlXl • SUMlXl + Cll 1,J,IUll*XlPNMl lll 
85 SUH2Xl • SUMZXl + CZll,J,IUll*XlPNMllll 
SUMlXZ • SUMlX2 + SUM1Xl•X2PNM11Jl 
86 SUM2X2 • SUM2X2 + SUMZXl*XZPNM[IJI c-----
cc111x1,1x2, 1 u11 = SUMlX2 
90 cc211x1,1x2,1u11 = SUM2x2 




100 NGUlMl • NGROUl - l 
NDUlPl • NOEGUl + l 
OUl = IUlMAX - UlMINl/NGUlMl 
Ul I 11 = UlMIN 
00 110 l•l,NGUlMl 
110 Ulll+tl • Ullll + DUl 
IFINORDER.EQ.ZI GO TO 181 c-----
00 140 IU2•l,NGRDU2 
DO 140 IXl•l,NDXlPl 
00 120 NUl=l,NGROUl 
120 YllNUll • ClllXl,NUl,NGROUZ l 
CALL CURVFTIUl, Yl, NGRDUl ,NOEGUl ,COEFl I 
DO .l30 IUl•l,NOUlPl 
130 ·WCll!Xl,JUl,tlGRDUZI • COEFll!Ull 
140 CONTINUE 
c-----
IFININPUT.EQ.21 GO TO 151 
DO 150 IUl•l,NOUlPl 
WRITEl6,4llWClCl,IUl,ll,I•l,NDXlPll 
DO 150 IXl•l,NDXlPl 
150 cc111x1,1u1,11 • wc111x1,1u1,11 
RETURN 
c-----
. 15 l NOUZPl • -NOEGU2 + l 
NGU2Ml • NGRDU2 - l 
OU2 • IU2MAX - U2MINllNGU2Ml 
UZI ll ,. U2MIN 
00 152 l•l,NGU2Ml 
152 U211+11 • 02111 + OU2 
DO 180 IUl•l,NDUlPl 
DD 180 IXl•l,NDXlPl 
DO 160 NU2•l,NGRDU2 
160 v11Nu21 • wcu1x1,1u1.,1u21 
CALL CURVFTIU2, Yl ,NGRDU2,NDEGU2,COEFll 
DO 170 I U2•l.NDU2Pl 
170 CClllXl, 1u1 .1u21 • COEF u I UZI 
180 CONTINUE 
00 171 K•l,NOU2Pl 
WRITEl6,21 
00 171 J•l,NOUlPl . 
171 wRITEf6,411CClCI,J,Kl,l•l,NOXlP11 
c-----
18 l 00·200 IX2•l,NOX2Pl 
00 200 IXl•l,NOXlPl 
00 190 NUl•l,NGROUl 
nrnu11 • c111x1,ix2,Nll11 
190 Y21NUll • c211x1.1x2,NUll 
CALL CURVFT CUl, Yl ,NGROUl ,NOEGUl,COEF ll 
CALL CURVFT IUl, yz, NGROUl ,NOEGU1.COEF21 
00 191 IUl•l,NOUlPl 
cc111x1,1x2,1u11 • coeF111u11 
191 cczc1x1,1x2,1u11 • coeF211u11 
ZOO CONT!lllUE 
DO 201 K•l,NDUlPl 
WRITEl6,21 






SUBROUTl-NE xoe1i 11x i ,u1,uz,x100T1 
c--,..--· . 
c +++++++••··~··••t+++++++++++++++++•+++++++++++++++++++t+++++++++++ 
C + THIS "SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE DERIVATIVE FUNCTION XlOOT + 
C + FOR ANY VALUES OF Xl, Ul AND U2, SPEC! Fl ED TH!OUGH THE + 
C. + ARGUMENTS OF THIS PROGRAM. NOTE THE ·QUANTITIES WHICH + 
C + ARE TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN PROGRAM THROUGH THE COMMON + 
~· : ~=~~l ~y~~:~~~EN~HE ~~~~F~~~~=~~ g ~=E~~~E~0~~~ ~~~~-~ : 
C .+ IS COMPLETELY TABULAR OR COMPLETELY POLYNOMIAL IN Xl~ + 
C + Ul AND UZ ARE USED. THE FOLLOlllNG IS THE EXPLANATION + 
C + FOR THE VARIABLES USED· IN THE COMMON STATEMENT: + 
C + NINPUT - 1 FOR SINGLE- INPUT SYSTEM + 
C + 2 FOR DUAL-INPUT SYSTEM + 
C + MFORM - 0 FOR TABULAR FORM + 
C · + 1 FOR POL YNOM(AL FORM + 
C . + ·. XlMIN, XlMAX, UlMIN, UlMAX, UZMIN AND UZMAX ARE THE + 
C + MINIMUM ANO THE MAXIMUM LIMITS ON Xlt Ul ANO U2o + 
C + NGROXl, NGROUl ANO NGRDU2 - THE NUMBERS OF LEViLS + 
C + INTO llHICH Xl, Ul ANO U2 ARE. OIVIDfO; + 
C + NDEGXlt NDEGUl AND NDEGU2 - THE DEGREES OF THE POLY- + 
C + NOMIALS IN Xl, Ul AND U2 RESPECTIVELY. + 
C + NOTEI FOR A SINGLE-INPUT SYSTEM, NGRDUZ • l ANO + 
C + NOEGUZ • 0 +. 
C + If THE COEFFICIENTS Cl ARE GENERATED BY THE SUBROUTINE + 
C + CONVRT, ·THESE MAY BE READ JN AS FOLLOllS: + 
c + . + 
C + 3 FORMATl3X,7Ell.41 + 
C + DO 10 K•l,NUZ + 
C +. DO 10 J•l.NUl + 
C + 10 REAOl5;311CllltJtKltl•l,NXll + 
c + + 
C + llHERE, NXl • NGROXlt NUl • NGROUl ANO NU2 • NGROU2 FOR A +· 
C + TABULAR FORM AND NXl • NDEGXl + lt NUl • NDEGUl + 1 + 
C + ANO NU2 • NDEGU2 + l FOR A "POLYNOMIAL FORM. + 
c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++•• c-----
COMMON/MNDT l/Cl Ill t ll t l l I, NlNFUT, MFORM, X lMI N, X l MAX ,NGRDX l t NDEGX l, 
1 UlMIN tUl MAX, NIORDUlt NDEGU1,U2MJN,U2MAX, NGRDU2t NDEGU2. 
DIMENSION XlPNMlUOl,UlPNMlllOl,UZPNMlUOI . 
IFIMFORM.EOoll GO TO 300 
NGXlMl • NGRDXl - l 
DXl • IXlMAX - XlMJNl/NGXlMl 
NXl • IXl - XlMlNl/DXl 
IFINXloLToOI NXl • 0 
If INXloGEoNGXlMl I NXl • t<IG.xlMl - l 
PERXl • IXl - UMIN - NXl*DXll/DXl. 
I •· NXl + l 
IFINGRDUl.NEoll GO TO 210 
OTXl • Cllltltll 
DTX2 • Clll+ltltll 
.GO TO .Z40. 
210 NGUlMl • NGROOl - l 
DUl • IUl~AX - UlMINl/NGUlMl 
NUl • IUl - UlMINl/DUl 
lflNUl.LToOI Mil • 0 
lffNUloGEoNGUlMU NUl • NGUlMl - l 
PE"RUl • (Ul·- UIMIN - DUl•NUll/DUl 
J • NUl + l 
IFCNINPUT.EQ.21 GO TO 220 -
DTXUll -·.cu1,J,l I 
or·xuu • :c111,J+1, 11 
_DTXUZl .• Cl.Cl+l ,J,ll 
DTXUZZ • Clll+l,J+l,ll 
GO TO 230 -
220 NGUZMl • NGRDU2 - 1 . . 
. ··Duz· .. IUZMAX: - UZllllNl/NGUZllll 
NU2 • IUZ - UZllliNllDUZ 
IF INU2oL T •. 01 NUZ • 0 
IFINU2.GE.NGU2Mll NUz· • NGU2111l - 1 
PERU2 • IU2 - U21111N - DU2•fllU21/DU2 
K '" NUZ + l 
DTXUll • CU J ,J,KI + iClU ,J,K+ll - .CU J,J,ltll•PERU2 
DTXU.12. ClllwJ+i,KI + ICllltJ+l,ltt,ll - cu1,J+l1Kll•PERll2 
OTXUZl • Clll+l,J,KI + IClCHl,J,K+U - Cll E+ltJ,KI i•PERUZ 
OTXU22 • CUJ+l,J+l,KI + IClll+loJ+l,K+ll - ClU+i,J+ltKH•PERUZ. 
230 DTXl • OTXUU + IDTXUlZ --OTXUlll•PERUl 
DTX2 • ·DTXUZl + COTXU22·- DTXU2ll•l'ERU1 
240 XlDOT • OTXl + (OTXZ - DTXll•PERXl 
RETURN 
300 NOXlPl ·• NOEGXl + 1 
NDUlPl • NDEGUl + 1 
IFININPUT.EQ.11 NDEGU2 • 0 
NOUZPl • NOEGU2 + l 
XlPNNUll • 1;,0· 
lF(NOEGXl.EQ .• 01 GO.TO 311 
DO 310 l•l,NDEGXl 
31D XlPNMl(l+ll •· XlPNNllll*Xl 
311 UlPNllll 111 • 1.0 
IFCNDEGUl •. EQ.01 GO TO 321 
DO 320 l•l.,NDEGUl 
320 UlPNllllll+ll • UlPNNllll*lll 
321 UZPNMllll • loO 
IF(NDEGUz .• EQ.01 GO m 331 
DO 330 l•ltNDEGU2 
330 UZPNMlll+ll • UZPNMllll~ 
331 XlOOT • O.O 
.D0.360 IU2•1,NDUZP1 
SUllllUl .• O.O . 
00 350 IUl•ltNllUll"l 
SUMlXl a O.O 
DO 3~0 IXl•loNDXlPl 
340 SUllllXl • SUNlXl + ClllXl9IUltlUZl•XIPlllllllXll 
350 SUllllUl • .SUllllUi + SUIUXl*lllPNllll.Clull' 
360 XlOOT ·• XlDOl + SUIUUl•U,zPNMlllU21 
RETURN . . . 
·ENO 
°' 00 
SUB·RQUl[Nj:· X.OOT121 xi. X2 .ui ... XJDOT oX2DOTI , ___ .:.. . . ... 
c ++++:+++++++++:+:+-++++++++++++++++++·++;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c + . + 
.C + THIS S.UBROUTINE EVALUATES THE"!lERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS xiDOT + 
c + AND X2DDT FOR ANY VALUES OF xi, X2 ANO ui, SPECIFIED + 
C + THROUGH THE A.RGUMENTS OF THIS PROGRAM. NOTE THE QUAN- + 
C + TITiES WHICH ARE t-RANSFERRED THROUGtt THE COMMON STATE- + 
C + MENT IMNDTl21 FROM A.. MAIN PROGRAM. THIS SUBROUTINE IS + 
c + PREPARED FOR SINGL·E-INPUT, SECOND-ORDER SYSTEMS. THE + 
C + COEFFICIENTS OF THE MCIDEL FORM WHICH IS COMPLETELY + 
C + TABULAR OR COMPLETELY POLYN.OMIAL IN xi, XI ANO ui ARE + 
C + USED. THE FOLLOWING IS THE EXPLANATION FOR THE VARI- + 
C + ABLES USED IN THE COMMON STATEMENT: + 
c + + 
C + MFORM - 0 FOR TABULAR FORM + 
C + i FOR POLYNOMIAL FORM + 
C + NGRDXi, NGRDX2 AND NGROUi - THE NUMBERS OF LEVELS + 
C + INTO WHICH Xlo X2 AND ui ARE DIVIDED. + 
C + NOEGXlo NDEGX2 AND NDEGUl - THE DEGREES OF THE POLY-
C + NOMIALS iN .Xlo XZ AND ui RESPECTIVELY. + 
C + NOTE: FOR A SYSTEM WITH NO INPUT, NGRDUi • l AND + 
C + NOEGUl • 0 + 
c + + 
C + THE DIMENSIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS ClCNXloNX2oNUll ANO + 
C + C21NXl,NX2oNUll ARE AS FOLLOWS: + 
C + NXi • NGRDxi, NXZ • NGRDX2 AND NUi • NGRDUl WHEN THE + 
C + MODEL FORM IS TABULAR, AND FOR ·A POLYNOMIAL MODEL FORM + 
C + NXl • NDEGXl+l, NX2 • NOEGXZ+i AND NUl • NDEGUl+l. + 
c + + 
c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c-----
COMMON/MNDT l2/C l Cl loll o l l Io C21 ll o l loll Io X lMIN, xi MAX ,NGRDXl oNDEGX lo 
1 MFORM,X2MINoX2MAX,NGRDX2oNDEGX2oUiMINoUlMAX,NGRDUi,NOEGUl 
DIMENSION xiPNMlllOl,X2PNMlllOl,UlPNM11101 
IFIMFORM.EQ.11 GO TO 300 
NG!<lMl • NGRDXl - 1 
OXl • IXlMAX - XlMINl/NGXlMl 
NXl • IXl - XlMINl/DXl 
IFINXl.LT.01 NX1 • -0 
IFINX1.GE.NGX1Mll NXl • NGXIM1 
PERXl • IXl - Xl~IN - NXl*DXll/DXl 
I • NXl + 1 
NGXZMi • NGROX2 - i 
DX2 • IXZMAX - X2MINl/NGX2Mi 
NXZ • IX2 - X2MlNl/OX2 
IFINXZ.Lt.01 NX2 • 0 
IFINX2.GE.NGX2Mll 'NX2 • NGX2Ml - 1 ; 
PERX2 • IX2 - XZMIN - OX2*NX21/0X2 -
J • llX2 + i 
IFlllGROUl.NE.11 GO TO 210 
·xiOTll • Cll I.Joli 
XlDTi2 • CllloJ+i,11 
XlOTZl • tilJ+l~J,11 
xiDT22 • Clll+i,J+l,il 
XZOTil • CZll,J,il 
XZDTiz • C21lt4+lol1 
XZDT21 • CZll+l,~oll 
X2Dt22 • C21l+l1J+l,ll 
GO TO 220 • 
210 NGUlMl a NGRDUl - l 
OUl • IUlMAX - UlMINllNGUlMl 
NUl • IUl - UlM 1111/0Ul 
IFINUl.LT.01 llUl • 0 
IFINUl.GE.NGUlMll NUl • NGUl - l 
PERUl • IUl -.UlMIN - DUl•NUll/OUl 
K • NUl + 1 ' 
X2DT11 • c211.J,KI • 1c211,J,K+ll - c2c1,J,Kll•PERUl 
X2DT12 • C2C-J,J+l1KI + IC2CloJ+l,K+ll - C2111J+l1Kll*PERUl 
X2DT2l. CZII+l,J,KI • cc2c1+1,J,K+ll ~ c2c1+1,J,Kll•PERUl 
X2DT22- • C21l+l,J+l.KI + .. l.C21l+loJ+t,.K+.U - C2Cl+l,J+l,KU•PERUl 
· - X.lDTU -. .. Cl Cl 1.l1K-I .+ CCl.U.,J.K+ll •--q:c.r ,J,Kll•PERUl 
XlDTl2--• tlU ...t+t.KI + -1-CU-l oJ+l,KH-l·-.---.Cll 1..J+loKI l*PEltUl. 
,_XlDTU--• CUHI.J,K-l- + CC1Cl1'l .. J,K+p -~:tlll+l,J,K)J•PERUl . 
· XlOT2Z·•· Cll-lt-1,J+l,Kl--+--IC.lH+ltJ+-l,K:,.·ll - CiH+l,JH,Kll*PERUl. 
. .220 -OTlXll • XU>Tll + l-XlDTl2 .- XlDTlll*PEl!-K2 
. DT1Xl2 •- KlDT21 •· CKlDT22 - lUDTll·l•PERXZ. 
- OT2lCl-l-·• X2DTU + C.X20T12. - X20Tlll•i:ERX2 
-OT2Kl2-• XZOT21-+- fX2Df.22 --X2DT21 l•PEllX2 
. KlDDT • DTlXU + CDT1Xl2-.- DTlxlll•PERXi. 
X2DDT • DT2Xll .+ CDT2Kl2 - DT2Jtlll•PER.Xl 
RETURN 
300 NDKlPl •-NDEGXl + l 
NDX2Pl • NOEGXz + l 
NDUlPl • NDEGUl + l 
XlPNMllU s 1.0 
IFCNDEGXl.EQ.OI 60 TO 311 
DD 310 l•loNOEGXl 
310 XlPNMlll+ll • XlPNMllll•Xl 
311 X2PNMHll • loO 
IFINOEGXZ.EQ.01 GD TO 321 
DD 320 l•l,NOEGK2 
320 X2PNMlll+ll • X2PNMllll*X2 
321 UlPNMllll • 1.0 
IFINDEGUl.EQ.OJ GD TO 331 
DD 330 l•l1NOEGUi 
330 UlPNMlll+ll • UlPNMlC ll*Ul 
331. XlOOT • O.O 
X200T • O.O 
DO 360 IUl•l,HOUlPl 
SUMlX2 s O.O 
SUll2Jt2 • o.o 
OD 35D IX2•11HOX2Pl 
SUMlltl • o.o 
SUMZXl • O.O 
DO 31t0 J.Xl•l,NOXlPl 
SUMlXi-• SUMlXl. ClllXl1JX2,IUll•XlPNMlCIKll 
340 SUMZXl • SUMZXl. c2c1x1.1x2.1u11•XlPNMlCIXll 
SUMlXZ • SUM1X2 + SUMlXl•XZPHIHCIXZI 
350 SUM2X2 • SUM2X2 + SUM2Xl•X2PNM1CIX21 
XlOOT • XlOOT + StiMlX2*Ul-PNM1 C IUll 





SUBROUTINES USED IN THE EXAMPLES 
This appendix includes the computer subroutines which 
were used in Examples 1, 2 and 3 for modal analysis~ Each 
example used different versions of the subroutines STEADY 
and LINRIZ. These programs contain the necessary explana-
tion. Note that the two subroutines used in Example J can 
be used with the coefficients for the standard form of the 
model obtained by SYSID2 f'or second-order systems. 
sueRouHNE sreA0Yiu1sTei>,x1ss1 
c--··--c ••++++++•++++++-t+++++++++-++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++ .. 
c + . . + .. : 
t + THIS SU8R<IUTINE llAS USED IN EXAllP.LE l FOR OETERlllNING + 
t + :THE STEADY-STATE VALUE XlSS FOR A STEP INPUT UlSTEP. + 
c • . . + 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE IS PREPARED FOR SINGLE-INPUT, FIRST-ORDER+ 
C + SYSTEMS. THE CDEFFICUNTS Cl INGRDXl9NGROOll OF THE + 
t + HODEL FDRH llHICH IS TABULAR BOTH IN Xl AND Ul ARE USED.+ 
t • + 
C + NOTE TtlE OUANTlTJES llRICH ARE TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN + 
C + . PROGRAM THROUGH THE COMMON IBLOCKI STATEMENT• + 




CDMMON/BLOCK/tl 121,211 oXlMINo XlMAX1NGRDXl1UlMIN.1UlMAX1NGRDUl 
DI MENS ION XlDEFUll 
.NGXllll • NGROXl ·- l 
OXl -. IJllMAX - XllllNI /NGXlMl c---- . 
c---
NGUlMl • NGRDUl - 1 
DUl • CUlllAX - UlMINl/NGUtMl 
IUl • CU1STEP - U1MINl/0Ul 
IF CIUl .LT oO I IUl •O 
IFC IUl .GE.NGUlMl J· IUl • NGUlMl - 1 
PERUl • IUlSTEP - UllllN - DUl•IUll/DUl 
IUl • IUl + 1 
DO 10 IX l• lo NGROICl 
10 KlDEFUXll • c111x1.1u11 + 1cu1x1 .• 1u1+.11-c11 IXlolUU l•PERUl c----- . 
IEF • Z 
DO ZO IXl•loNGRDXl 
IFIXl.DEFCIXlloLEoOoOI GO TO 21 
ZO IEF • IKl c----
21 I EF • IEF + 1 
IFilEFoLT.21 IEF • 2 
c-----
PERKlD • COoO· - XlDEFllEF-111/CXlDEFCIEFI - XlDEFllEF-111 
XlSS • XlMIN + flEF - Zl•DXl + DXt•PERXlD 
RETURN 
END 
" .. SUBROUTINE LINIUZI XlOP,·u1oii,A,ll 
c~..,.._ 
C . . +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++• tte 1.1 I II I I I I I II I I I 
C· + . • 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE llAS USED IN EXAMPLE l .FOii DETHIWtlll& .. • 
C + THE CO·EFF IC !ENT MATRICES A AND I U• THIS CASE :sa&.ast• 
C + OF THE LINEARIZED DIFFERENTIAL EQU&Tla.. Felt lll'lltATIGll + 
C •· ·IN THE SMALL HOUT THE POINT CX10P1Ul0Pt. • • 
c • • 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE IS PRePARl;O FOil .SlllGL~-llllPUT• FlltST___.. 
C + SYSTEMS. THE COfffl.CIENTS ClOIGltOXl111CiltDUU 8F 1HE • 
C + MODEL FOltM- llHICH IS THUL.AR IOTH IN Xl ,._, Ul M.£· USED.• 
c + . . ·. ·. • 
C + NOTE THE QUANTJ TIES llHICH AltE TltANSFEllltEO FIDll A llAI• + 
C + PROGRAM THROUGH THE COMllDN llLOCKI STATEllElll. • c + . . . • 
C ••++.+++•++++++••+++++++++++•+++•.+++++M+H+•++ ............... I I I Ii 
c---
1:0MMONl8LOCK/Cl 12l t21 I oXlMIN.t XlM&XoNGaDXltUl .. lNoUlMx•-
C--- . 
lCGXlMl • NGRDXl - l· 
DXl • CXlMAX "' XlMl.NI /NGXlNl 
IXl • tXlOP - XlMINJIOXl 
IFllXl.t.T.01 llCl • 0. 
IFUX-1 oGE.NGXlMll IXl • NGXlMl ,... l. 
PERXl • .CXlOP - XlMIN - DXl•IXll/OXl 
IJCl -• JXl + -I 
c---
NGUlMl • NGROUl - 1 
OtJl • CUlMAX- - UlM.INJINGUlMl 
IUl • CUlOP • UlMINl/OUl 
IFClUloLToOI IUl • 0 
iFl1Ul.GEoNGU1Mll IUl • NGUUll - l . 
PERUl •. IUIOP --UllUN - IUl*OUll/OUl 
IUl • IUl + 1 . c----
XlDXl • ClltXl 1 IUll + ICU IXlo IUl+U-Cll tXltlUll l*PEll.UI 
XlDXZ • Cl( IXl+ltlUll • ICU IX1+1 .• 1u1+i1-c;111x1+1, 1ut11..uua 
A • IX1DX2 - XlDXll/DXl 
c-- . 
c----
XlDUl • cu IXl,JUll -+ ICllJXl+lt.IUU-CU 1x1. 1uan•ax1 
XlOUZ. CUIXlolUl+U + -CCUIX1+1,1u1+11-cu1x1o1u1•11~1 




SUSROUTINE STEAOYIUlSTEP1UZSTEP,XlSSI c-----c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE WAS USED IN EXAMPLE 2 FOR DETERMINING + 
C + THE STEADY-STATE XlSS FOR A PAIR OF STEP INPUTS Ul STEP + 
C + ANO UZSTEP. + 
c + + 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE IS PREPARED FOR DUAL-INPUT, FIRST-ORDER + 
C + SYSTEMS. THE COEFFICIENTS CllNGROXltNGROUl1NGROUZI OF • 
C + THE HODEL FORM , WHICH IS TABULAR IN Xl, Ul AND U2 + 
C + ARE USED. + 
c + + 
C + NOTE THE QUANTITIES WHICH ARE TRANSFERRED FROH A MAIN + 
C + PROGRAM THROUGH THE COKllOll IBLOCKI STATEMENT. + 
c ++++++++++++++++++++·++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ c----
COMPIQN/BLOCK/Cllllt 111111 1 XlHIN1 X1MAX1NGRDX1 1UlHIN,UlMAX,NGRDUl, 
1 U2MIN,U2MAX,NGRDU2 
DIMENSION XlDEFl211 
NGXlMl • NGRDXl - l 
DXl • IXlHAX - XlMINUNGXlMl 
NGUlMl • NGRDUl - 1 
OUl • IUlMAX - UlMINl/NGUlMl 
IUl • IUlSTEP - UlMlNl/DUl 
IFtlUt.LT.01 UJl • 0 
IFI IUl .GE.NGUlMl I IUl • NGUlMl - 1 
PERUl • CUlSTEP - UlHIN - DUl•IUll/DUl 
J • I Ul + l 
IFCNGROUZ.NE.11 GO TO 41 
00 30 IXl•l1NGROXl 
30 XlOEF(IXll. c111x1,J,ll + 1c111x1,J+1,11 - c111x1,J,lll•PERUl 
GO TO 10 
41 NGU2Ml • NGRDU2 - 1 
OU2 • IU2MAX - U2MINl/NGU2Ml 
OU2 • IU2MAX - UZMINl/NGU2Ml 
IUZ • IU2STEP - UZMINl/DU2 
IFllUZ.LT.01 IU2 • 0 
IFI IU2.GE.NGU2Ml I IU2 • NGU2MI - 1 
. PERUZ • IU2STEP - UZMIN - OU2•1U21/DU2 
K • IU2 + 1 
00 40 IXl•t,NGROXl 
XlDUll • Clllxt.J,KI + 1c111x1.J,K+ll - Clllxt,J.,Kll•PERU2 
XlDU12 a ClllXl,J+l,-KI + IClCIXl,J+l•K+ll - Cll!Xl1J+l,Kll*PERl.l2 
40 XlOEFllXll • XlDUll + IX1DU12 - XlDUlll•PERUl 
10 IEF • 2 
DO 20 IXl•l,NGROXl 
IFIXlDEFllXll.LE.0.01 GO TO 21 
20 IEF • IXl 
21 IEF • IEF + l 
IFllEF.LT.21 IEF • 2 
PERXlD • 10.0 - XlOEFllEF-111/IXlDEFllEFI - XlDEFIIEF-111 
XlSS • XlMIN + tlEF - 2 l•OXl + OXt•PERXlO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LINll.llt XlOP,UlOP,UZOP1A1BI 
c-----c +++-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++•++++++++++++++++-+++ 
C + THIS SUSROUTINE WAS USED IN EXAMPLE 2 FOR DETERMINING + 
C + THE COEFFICIENT MATRICES A ANO B OF THE DIFFERENTIAL + 
C + EQUATION LINEARIZED ABOUT THE POINT IXlOP1UlOP,U20PJ. + 
C + NOTE A IS A SCALAR AHO B IS A TWO COMPONENT VECTOR. + 
c + + 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE IS PREPARED FOil DUAL-INl'UT, FIRST-ORDER + 
C + SYSTEMS. C 11 NGROXl, NGRl>Ul ,NGROUZI ARE THE. COE FF IC IENTS+ 
C + OF THE MODEL WHICH IS TABULAR IN Xl, Ul AND U2o + 
c + + 
C + NOTE THE QUANTITIES WHICH ARE TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN + 
C + PROGRAM THROUGH THE COMMON IBLOCKI STATEMENT. + 
c ++-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++• c----
COMHON/BLOCK/Cl I U, ll 1111oXlMlN1XlMAX,NGRDXl1UlMIN1UlMAX ,NGROUl, 
1 U2MlN1.UZMAX,NGRDUZ 
DIMENSION 8121 
NGXlMl • NGRDXl - 1 
Oxl • IXlMAX - XlMINl/NGXlMl 
IXl • .(XlOP - XlMINl/DXl 
IFllXl.LT.01 IXl • 0 
IFllXl.GE.NGXlMll IXl • f«;XlMl - 1 
PERXl • IXlOP - XlMIN - DXl•IXl l/DXl 
l•IXl+l 
NGUlMl • NGROUl - t' 
out • IUlMU - UlMINl/NGUlMl 
IUl • IUlOP - UlMINl/DUl . 
IFllUt.LT.01- IUl • 0 
IFllUl.GE.NGUlMll IUl • NGUlMl - 1 
PERUl • I UlOP - UlMIN - IUl•DUl l/DUl 
J •lUl + 1 
NGUZMl • NGROUZ - 1 
DUZ a CU2MAX - U2MIN) /NGU2Ml 
IU2 • IU20P - U2MINl/DU2 
IFllU2.LT.OI·· IU2 • 0 
IFllU2.GE.HGU2Mll IU2 • NGU2Ml - l 
PERUZ • IU20P - UZMIN - IU2*DU21/DU2 
K • IU2 + 1 
XlUlll. c111,J,KI + cc111.J,K+ll - c111,J,Kll•PERUZ 
XlUllZ • Clll,J+l,KI + CCl-lf,J+l,K+ll --Clll,J+loKll•.PERU2 
XlU121 • Cl1 l+l ,J1KI + I Cl ll+t,J,K+ll - C°ttl+l,J,Kll•PERU2 
X1Ul22 • Cll l+t ,J+l,KI + IClll+l,J+l,K+ll - Cll l+l,J+l,Kll*PERU2 
XlDXll • XlUlll + IX1Ull2 - XlUllll•PERUl 
XlDX12 • XlU121 + 1.XlU122 - XlU12ll•PERUl 
A a IX10Xl2 '-' XlOXlll/DXl 
UlU2ll • Cltl,J,KI + IClll+l,J,KI - Cltl,J,Kll*PERXl 
UlU212 • c111,J,K+ll + ICUl+l,J,K+ll - c111,J,K+ll l•PERXl 
UlU221 • Cll l,J+l,KI + ICl 11+1,J+ltKI - Cll I,J+l,Kll•PERXl 
UlU222-• Clll,J+l,K+ll + IClCl+l,J+l,K+ll ·- ClCl,J+l,K+lll ... ERXl 
XlDUll •· UlU211 + IU1U212 • UlU2111•-PfRU2 
.x1ou12 • UlU221 + t01U222 - UlU22ll•PERU2 
Bill • IX10Ul2 - XlOUlll/OUl 
XlDU21 • UlU211 + CU1U221 - UlU211 l*PERUl 
XlDU22 • .UlU212 + IU1U222 - UlU2121•PERUl 





SU8ROtlT1NE STEADYIU1STEP.x1ss.xzss.NITI. c----c ++++•••••+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
c • • 
C • THIS SUBRO.UTINE WAS USED IN EXAMPLE 3 FOR DE;TERMINING THE• 
C • STEADY-STATE VALUES XlSS AND XZSS FDR A STEP INPUT OF. • 
C • Ul.STEP. XlSS AND XZSS ARE FOUND BY SOLVING A SET OF + 
C + TWO NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS BY NEWTON RAPSON + 
c + TECHNIQUE. NIT ·rs THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IABDUT ZOI .+ 
c • + 
C • THIS SUBROUTINE JS PREPARED FOR SINGLE-INPUT SECONO.-ORDER+ 
C + SYSTEMS. THE COEFFICIENTS CllNDXlPloNDXZPl.NGRDUl I ANO. 
C· + CZINDXlPl1NDXZPl,NGRDUll OF THE NtXED MODEL FORM, WHICH+ 
C • IS TABULAR IN Ul AND POLYNOMIAL l·N Xl AND xz. ARE USED.+ 
c + + 
C + NOTE THE QUANTITIES WHICH ARE TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN + 
C + PROGRAM THROUGH THE CONNON IBLOCKI STATEMENT. IF THE + 
C + COEFFICIENTS Cl AND CZ WERE FOUND BY USING SYSID2 CSEE + 
C + APPENDIX Al, THE FOLLOWING READ STATEMENTS MAY BE USED + 
C + IN THE flAIN PROGRAM !WRITTEN BY THE USERI I . + 
c + .. 
C + 3 FORMATl3X,7Ell~lo1 + 
C + DO ID IUl•lt NGRDUl · +· 
C + READl5t3111CllltJt1Ulltl•l•1'1DX1P111J•ltNDXZPll + 
C + 10 READl5t31CICZll,J,JUlltl•l•NDX1PlltJ•l,NDXZPll + 
c + + 
C + WHERE, NDXlPl • ONE PLUS THE DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL + 
C + IN Xl, NDXZPl • ONE PLUS THE DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL + 
C • IN XZ AND NGRDU.1 IS THE NUMBER OF LEVELS INTO WHICH + 
C + THE INPUT IS DIVIDED. ... 
c .. + 
c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++•++++++++++•++++++++++++++++++ 
c---




NDXlPl • NDEGXl+ l 
NOXZPl • NDEGXZ + 1 
NGUlMl • NGROUl - 1 
DUI • IUlMAX - UlMJNl/NGUlMl 
IUl • IUlSTEP - UlMINl/DUl 
IFIJUloLT.DI IUl • D . 
JFllUJ.GE,NGUlMll IUl • NGUlMl - 1 
PERUl • CUlSTEP - UlMIN- OUl•IUll/OUl 
IUl • IUl • l 
c--
DD 100 J•l tNDXZPl 
DD 100 l•ltNDXlPl 
SClll1JI • Clll~J1IUll + IClll1J1IUl+ll - CllloJtlUUl•PERUl 
lOD SCZ<l.Jl• CZlltJolUll + 1c2c1.J,JUl+ll - CZll1J1IUJll•PERUl c---
XlSS • O.O 
X2SS • o.o 
DD 200 IT•l1NIT 
XlGESS • Xl SS 
XZGESS • XZSS c-----
~ XlPNMllll • l,O 
IFINDEGXl,E0.01 GO TO 11 
DO 10 l•ltNDEGXl 
lD XlPNMlll'H I • XlPNMll Jl•XlGESS 
ll XZPNMllll • loO 
IFINDEGX2.EQ,DJ GO TO 21 
DD 20 l•loNDEGX2 
20 X2PNMlll+ll • XZPNMllll•XZGESS. 
C--- EVALUATE FllXleXZI ANO FZIXleXZI 
21 Fl • Q,Q. 
FZ • Q,O 
DO 30 J•loNDXZPl 
DD 30 .l•loNOXlPl 
Fl• Fl+ SCllloJl•XlPNMllll*XZPNMllJi 
30 FZ. FZ + sc211,Jl•XlPNMlltl•XZPNMllJI. 
C--- EVALUATE A• DFl/DXlo B.•.Dfl/Dll21 C • DFZIDXlo D • Df'ZIDXz 
A·• O.O 
B • O,O 
c • o.o 
0 • o.o 
IFlNDEGXl..EQ.01 GO TO "1 
DO t,Q ·.J• l1NDXZPl 
DO too l•ZoNDXlPl 
EIMl • I - l 
A • A • EIMl•SClll·1Jt•x1PNMlll-ll•XZPNMlC.n 
~O C • C + EIMl•SCZ(l,Jl*XlPNMlll-ll•XZPNMllJI. 
lol IFINDEGXZoEQ,01 GO TD 51 . 
DD 50 l•l1NDXlPl 
DO 50· J•ZoNDXZPl 
EJMl • J - 1 
B • B + EJMl•SClll.Jt•XlPNMllll•X2PNMllJ-ll 
SO 0 • D + EJMl*SCZlltJl•XlPNMllll•XZPNMllJ-11 
51 DELTA .a A•D - B•C . . 
SUBl • ID*Fl - B•FZl/DELTA 
SUBZ • U•FZ - C*Fll/DELTA 
XlSS • XlGESS - SUBl 










c + + 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE WAS USEO IN EXAMPLE 3 FOR DETERMINING THE+ 
C + COEFFICIENT MATRICES A ANO B Of THE DIFFERENTIAL ~QUA- + 
C + TIONS LINEARIZED ABOUT THE POINT IXlOP.XZOP.UlOP). IN + 
C + THIS CASE A IS Z )( Z AND B IS 2 X l. + 
c + + 
C + THIS SUBROUTINE IS PREPARED FOR SINGLE-INPUT SECOND-ORDER+ 
C + SYSTEMS. THE COEFFICIENTS CllNOKlPl•NDXZPl.NGROUl I ANO+ 
C + C21NOX1Pl•NDX2Pl•NGRDU11 OF THE MIXED MODEL FORM. WHICH+ 
C + IS TA8Ul..AR IN Ul ANO POLYNOMIAL IN Kl ANO xz. ARE USED.+ 
c + + 
C + NOTE THE OUANTITIES WHICH ARE TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN + 
C + PROGRAM THROUGH THE COMMON IBLOCKI STATEMENT. IF THE + 
C + COEFFICIENTS Cl ANO CZ WERE FOUND BY USING SYSID2 I SEE + 
C + APPENDIX Al. THE FOLLOWING READ STATEMENTS MAY BE USED+ 
C + IN THE MAIN PROGRAM (WRITTEN BY THE USERI: + 
c + + 
C + 3 FORMATC3X,TEU.ltl + 
C + DO 10 IUl•l.NGROUl + 
C + REA015.31ClClll•J,.IU11,l•l•NDX1Pll•J•l,NDXZP11 + 
C + 10 READC5,31CIC2Cl,J.1Ull.l•l•NDX1Pll•J•l•NDX2Pll + 
c • + 
C + WHERE, NDXlPl • ONE PLUS THE DEGREE OF THE Plll.YNOMIAL + 
C + IN Xl. NDXZPl • ONE PLUS THE DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL + 
C + IN X2 AND NGRDUl IS THE NUMBER OF LEVELS INTO WHICH + 
C + THE INPUT IS DIVIDED. t 
c ~ • 
c ••++++++++++.++++++++++++++++++,++++•+++++++++t-++++•+++ ... +++++++++":+ c--- . . 
COMMON/BLOCK/Cl ( 5, 5, i 11.czt 5,5_, 111.NDEGKt.NDEGXZ. 
1 UlMIN,UlMAX.NGROUl 
DIMENSION XlPNMl 151,lCZPNMll 51. SClC 5, s1 ;sczu.51. XlOTUC Zl .xzoru121 
DIMENSION AC2,2ltBl21 c----
NO Kl Pl • NOEGXl + 1 
NDXZPl • NOEGX2 + 1 
NGUlMl • NGROUl - 1 
c--
OUl • IUlMAX - UlMINl/NGUlMl 
IUl • IUlOP - UlMINl/OUl 
IFllUl.LT.01 IUl • 0 
IFllUl.GE.NGUlMll -IUl • NGUlMl - 1 
PERUl • iUlOP - UININ - IUl•OUll/DUl 
IUl • IUl + 1 
lClPNMlUI • 1.0 
IFINDEGXloEOoOI GO TO 11 
00 10 1•1.NDEGlCl 
10 XlPNMlll+ll • XlPNMllll•XlOP 
11 X2PNM1Cll • loO 
IFCNDEGXZ.EQ.01 GD TO 21 
DO 20 l•l,NOEGXZ 
20 XZl'NMltl+ll • X2t'NlllC U•XZOP c-- . 
21 Ul. UlMIN + 11u1-11•ou1 - OUl 
DO 30 NU1•1•2 
Ul • Ul + OUl· 
XZDTUlCNUll • O.D 
lllB'fUCMUU • O.O 
XZOTUUIUU • 0 • 0 
DO 36 J-\,f!IOXZPl 
SUMl • O.O 
SIHIZ • O.O 
00 3S l•l.NDXlPl 
Sllltl • SUll1 + ClCJ,J,HUll•XlPfjfll(lJ 
35 sUMz • s~z + czu,J.NU11•n"""111t 
XlOTUOIUll • lClOTUI NUll -• SUNt•XZl'-Wl1CJt 
36 XZDTUfNUll • X2DTUINUU + SUllZ•XZPNMlCJI 
30 CONTINUE 
c---
llUI • CX10TUl21 - XlDTUHlllOOl 
11121 • CJC20TUC 21 - X20TUC 111/0Ul 
00 ltO J•l,NOX2Pl 
00 ltO l•l,NOXlPl 
SCllI.JJ • CllI.J.UJll + tcllf.J,IUl+ll - ClCI.J.IUUl*PEltUl 
ltO SC211.JI - c211,J,IUll-+ CC2CI.J,1-Ul•U - c2u.J.IUUJ•l'fltUl c----
X ll'JPl l( 11 • loO 
lFUtOEGXl.EOoOI GO TO 5-1 
DO 50 1•1,NOEGXl 
50 XlPfllMl~l+ll • XlPmllllll•XlOP 
51 X2PNMlfll • loO 
.IFHIOEGX2.£Q,OI GD TO 61 
DO 60 l•l,NDEGXZ 
60 X2PNl!lll+ll • X2PllM1Cll•X20P 
c--
61 All,11 • O.O 
Af2.11 • O.O 
lFINOEGXl.E0.01 GO TO 71 
DO 70. J-.1,NOll2Pl 
OD 70 1•2,NOXIPl 
EIMl • I - 1 
All.11 • Alltll • EIMl•SC1ClsJJ•XlPNM1Cl-ll•X2l'tltllCJI 
10 ACZtl-1 • AIZ.11 + ElMl•SC2Cl.Jl*XlPHflllll-ll•XZl'tfflUJt 
71 ,\I l,21 • o.o 
o\12.21 • o.o 
IFINOEGX2.EO.OI RETURN 
DO 80 l•l,NOlClPl 
00 110 J-2,NOXZPl 
EJMl • J - l 
Allt21 • All,ZI + EJMl-SClCI.Jl•Xlf'WllHl•X21'NlllCJ-U 
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